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Security vulnerabilities have been puzzling researchers and practitioners for

decades. As highlighted by the recent WannaCry and NotPetya ransomware cam-

paigns, which resulted in billions of dollars of losses, weaponized exploits against

vulnerabilities remain one of the main tools for cybercrime. The upward trend in

the number of vulnerabilities reported annually and technical challenges in the way

of remediation lead to large exposure windows for the vulnerable populations. On

the other hand, due to sustained efforts in application and operating system se-

curity, few vulnerabilities are exploited in real-world attacks. Existing metrics for

severity assessments err on the side of caution and overestimate the risk posed by

vulnerabilities, further affecting remediation efforts that rely on prioritization.

In this dissertation we show that severity assessments can be improved by

taking into account public information about vulnerabilities and exploits. The dis-

closure of vulnerabilities is followed by artifacts such as social media discussions,

write-ups and proof-of-concepts, containing technical information related to the vul-

nerabilities and their exploitation. These artifacts can be mined to detect active



exploits or predict their development. However, we first need to understand: What

features are required for different tasks? What biases are present in public data and

how are data-driven systems affected? What security threats do these systems face

when deployed operationally?

We explore the questions by first collecting vulnerability-related posts on social

media and analyzing the community and the content of their discussions. This

analysis reveals that victims of attacks often share their experience online, and

we leverage this finding to build an early detector of exploits active in the wild.

Our detector significantly improves on the precision of existing severity metrics and

can detect active exploits a median of 5 days earlier than a commercial intrusion

prevention product.

Next, we investigate the utility of various artifacts in predicting the devel-

opment of functional exploits. We engineer features causally linked to the ease of

exploitation, highlight trade-offs between timeliness and predictive utility of various

artifacts, and characterize the biases that affect the ground truth for exploit predic-

tion tasks. Using these insights, we propose a machine learning-based system that

continuously collects artifacts and predicts the likelihood of exploits being developed

against these vulnerabilities. We demonstrate our system’s practical utility through

its ability to highlight critical vulnerabilities and predict imminent exploits.

Lastly, we explore the adversarial threats faced by data-driven security sys-

tems that rely on inputs of unknown provenance. We propose a framework for

defining algorithmic threat models and for exploring adversaries with various de-

grees of knowledge and capabilities. Using this framework, we model realistic ad-



versaries that could target our systems, design data poisoning attacks to measure

their robustness, and highlight promising directions for future defenses against such

attacks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Security vulnerabilities have been the subject of study in several areas of com-

puter science for multiple decades. While vendors aim to detect and fix them during

the development process, a large number exist at the time products are released.

The threat posed by such vulnerabilities is given by the potential of being exploited

through inputs that compromise the security of the vulnerable systems. Several

infamous examples emerged recently, like the 2014 Heartbleed vulnerability which

allowed unauthorized parties to read encrypted data in the OpenSSL library [53],

or the 2017 Microsoft SMB vulnerability through which the WannaCry ransomware

was spread [137]. Such instances can cause billions of dollars in damage and have a

global impact.

The number of vulnerabilities discovered each year is rapidly increasing. The

National Vulnerability Database [99], an initiative to track vulnerabilities across a

wide range of vendors and products, reported 18,300 vulnerabilities in 2020, while

this number was 4,600 in 2010. In practice, vulnerability remediation is often slow

due to challenges that affect both end-users [96] and organizations [77] alike, leaving

large windows of opportunity for exploits. A 2019 survey reported that 27% of

organizations have been breached because of unpatched vulnerabilities [146].
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These trends appear to highlight a degradation in the security of systems,

yet they are contrasted by the evidence about exploits. Advances in application

and operating system security continue to make exploitation significantly more dif-

ficult [136]. This is further supported by observations that few vulnerabilities are

exploited in the wild, in real-world attacks; a recent study estimates this to be

around 5% [74]. It is therefore necessary to identify the most critical vulnerabilities,

in order to prioritize remediation responses.

Central to determining the severity of vulnerabilities are the exploits that

target them, because vulnerabilities that are easily exploitable pose a higher risk

than the rest. There are two main approaches capturing this at scale: i) obtaining

deterministic evidence about the existence of exploits or ii) estimating the likelihood

of them being developed.

Obtaining deterministic evidence about exploits relies on either proving that

exploitation is not possible or gathering evidence about their existence. The for-

mer is challenging to perform at scale because establishing non-exploitability re-

quires reasoning about state machines with an unknown state space and emergent

instruction semantics [50]. The latter can be achieved by automatically weaponiz-

ing exploits [13,16,156]. Automatic exploit generation techniques will soundly prove

severity whenever they are applicable. However, they are not complete: if an exploit

cannot be generated automatically, a skilled attacker may still be able to develop it.

As a consequence, establishing the state of exploits at scale involves crowdsourcing

and collecting evidence observed in the wild, in real-world attacks. Nevertheless,

because evidence of active exploits results in urgency for prioritization, this requires

2



techniques for early detection of exploits used in the wild.

Several metrics have been proposed for estimating the likelihood of exploit

development, including the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [100]

recommended by the U.S. Government for vulnerability remediation decisions [152],

as well as vendor-specific ones such as the Microsoft Exploitability Index [55] and

RedHat Severity [118]. However, such metrics tend to err on the side of caution by

marking many vulnerabilities as likely to be exploited [7] and have been empirically

shown to be a poor indicator for exploits used in real-world attacks [6,8,54,120,127].

When used for assessing and prioritizing vulnerability remediation, these metrics

yield a high number of false positives, resulting in wasted efforts addressing low-risk

vulnerabilities and potential delays in addressing high-risk ones [77]. Therefore,

raking vulnerabilities according to the likelihood of exploitation remains an open

problem.

In this dissertation, we argue that data-driven techniques can improve the

state-of-the art in vulnerability assessments. Key to our solutions is the observation

that ancillary data about vulnerabilities, shared publicly by various stakeholders,

represents a rich source of information for improving severity estimates. First, we

observe that a community of security vendors, practitioners, system administrators,

and hackers exists on social media platforms like Twitter. This community discusses

vulnerabilities and exploits, and victim of attacks often report their experiences

publicly. Therefore, by mining it, we can design systems for the early detection

of newly discovered exploits. Second, vulnerability disclosures are often followed

by the publication of various vulnerability artifacts, such as write-ups and Proof-of-
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Concept (PoC) exploits, developed to provide evidence that the vulnerability can be

triggered. Such artifacts often provide meaningful information about exploitability,

and they can be used to predict the likelihood of exploits. Nevertheless, developing

data-driven techniques for severity assessments presents several challenges.

First, it is essential to understand the practical utility and limitations of fea-

tures extracted from various artifacts, both in terms of predictive power, as well

as in timeliness. For example, while the 140-character length limit of tweets might

be sufficient for attack victims to report an incident, indicating the existence of an

active exploit, it might not be sufficient for someone to perform a technical analy-

sis which reflects the ease of exploitation. Moreover, even if information with high

predictive utility is published, for example through a PoC in an advanced stage of

development, this information might not be available early enough for timely predic-

tions. These aspects drive the feature engineering process and dictate the practical

utility of data-driven systems, which must be evaluated systematically.

Second, information about vulnerabilities and exploits is delivered in unstruc-

tured formats across the Web, including natural language and code fragments scat-

tered throughout it, limiting the applicability of off-the-shelf feature extractors, such

as these based on intermediate code representations. This implies that, in order to

obtain useful features, we first need to build domain-specific solutions for informa-

tion extraction and noise robustness in the input space.

Third, exploit evidence datasets are biased, because attacks could occur only

in highly targeted scenarios or they might be developed only after the collection

period ended, while public sources have nonuniform coverage of the vulnerability
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population. Using these datasets at training-time with supervised machine learning

translates into label noise, a problem that could significantly degrade the test-time

performance of classifiers. Building a robust classifier for vulnerability assessments

requires us to understand and mitigate the impact of unreliable exploit labels.

Fourth, our systems need to outperform existing severity metrics and provide

practical utility for improving vulnerability assessments. This involves evaluating

them using appropriate performance metrics, comparing their benefits and trade-

offs over vulnerability mitigation solutions currently available and expert advice, as

well as highlighting potentially new use-cases enabled through their adoption.

Lastly, we observe that ancillary vulnerability- and exploit-related information

originates from external sources which might get compromised or be controlled by

actors with nefarious goals. These actors could leverage their capabilities to circum-

vent our systems using attacks against the learning algorithms (e.g., by poisoning

the training data of a classifier in order to evade detection). Therefore, in order

to quantify the trustworthiness of our predictions, we need to define algorithmic

threat models and test their robustness against attacks designed within such threat

models.

In order to address these challenges, we begin by analyzing the vulnerability

and exploit-related information available on social media platforms, using a dataset

of 1.4 million tweets that mention 52,551 vulnerabilities, collected over a period of

5 years. We characterize the discourse published on Twitter, the users posting on

the platform, and the information posted before vulnerability disclosures. Based on

this analysis, we design features of the community and the discourse surrounding
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vulnerabilities, and train a supervised machine learning technique for detecting ex-

ploits that are active in the wild, increasing the Precision-Recall Area Under the

Curve (AUC) from 0.05 to 0.31 over baselines. To highlight the practical utility of

our system, we explore opportunities for early detection of exploits, showing that

it is capable of detecting active exploits a median of 5 days before these could be

mitigated through attack signatures by a popular Intrusion Prevention product.

Next, we investigate techniques for predicting exploit development. We begin

by proposing a time-varying view of exploitability, contrasting existing severity met-

rics such as CVSS [100], which are not designed to take into account new information

(e.g., new exploitation techniques, leaks of weaponized exploits) that becomes avail-

able after the scores are initially computed [54]. By systematically comparing a

range of prior and novel features, we observe that artifacts published after vulner-

ability disclosure can be good predictors for the development of exploits, but their

timeliness and predictive utility varies. We leverage sources of features that the pre-

vious approaches did not fully utilize, such as PoCs, and design techniques to extract

features at scale, from PoC code written in 11 programming languages, complement-

ing these from natural-language sources. Using these features, we design a metric

called Expected Exploitability (EE), which monitors the publication of new artifacts

and continuously estimates over time the likelihood that a functional exploit will be

developed, based on historical patterns for similar vulnerabilities. However, learning

to predict exploitability could be derailed by a biased ground truth, which results

in label noise. The time-varying view of exploitability allows us to uncover the root

causes of label noise: exploits could be published only after the data collection pe-
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riod ended, which in practice translates to wrong negative labels. This insight allows

us to characterize the noise-generating process for exploit prediction and propose a

technique to mitigate the impact of noise when learning EE. In our experiments on

103,137 vulnerabilities, EE significantly outperforms static exploitability metrics and

prior state-of-the art exploit predictors, increasing the precision from 49% to 86%

one month after disclosure. We show EE has practical utility, by providing timely

predictions for imminent exploits, even when public PoCs are unavailable. More-

over, when employed on scoring 15 critical vulnerabilities, EE places them above

96% of non-critical ones, compared to only 49% for existing metrics.

Finally, we assess the robustness of predictors when faced with active attempts

to circumventing them by means of algorithmic attacks. To this end, we propose the

FAIL model, a general framework for threat modeling and analysis of algorithmic

attacks in settings with variable amount of adversarial knowledge and control over

the victim, along four variable dimensions: Features, Algorithms, Instances and

Leverage. By preventing any implicit assumptions about the adversarial capabilities,

the model is able to accurately highlight the success rate of a wide range of attacks

in realistic scenarios and forms a common ground for evaluating adversaries. Within

this framework, we identify the threat model of our exploit detector based on social

media and identify the costs incurred by adversaries when performing attacks. From

the threat model, we propose both indiscriminate and targeted poisoning attacks

against our exploit detector, discovering promising directions for future defenses.

In summary, this dissertation makes the following contributions:
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• We propose a technique for early detection of exploits active in the wild, based

on features extracted from social media.

• We develop the EE metric to continuously collects vulnerability artifacts and

predict the likelihood of functional exploits being developed over time.

• We introduce FAIL, a framework for algorithmic threat modeling, which allows

us to systematically evaluate the robustness of data-driven systems to realistic

attacks that they face in practice.

Dissertation Structure

In Chapter 2, we provide an overview of the vulnerability lifecycles, ways to

assess the severity of vulnerabilities, sources of artifacts related to vulnerabilities

and exploits, and the algorithmic threats faced by exploit predictors. In Chapter 3,

we describe techniques to collect vulnerability and exploit artifacts, and to estimate

the timestamps in the lifecycles of vulnerabilities. In Chapter 4, we analyze oppor-

tunities for early detection of exploits circulating in the wild, by means of social

media discussions. In Chapter 5 we investigate the utility of artifacts in predicting

the development of functional exploits. In Chapter 6 we analyze the algorithmic

threats faced by exploit predictors, then present concluding remarks in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2: Background and Related Work

In this section we present the background concepts used throughout the dis-

sertation, as well as a survey of prior work on each topic. We begin by describing the

lifecycles of security vulnerabilities, highlighting open problems and the need for pri-

oritization in remediation strategies. We then survey techniques for estimating the

severity of vulnerabilities. Next, we present an overview of the security risks associ-

ated with data-driven approaches caused by their reliance on inputs from untrusted

sources.

2.1 Vulnerability Lifecycles

Software or hardware implementations that deviate from the specifications in-

tended during design are called bugs. Bugs can be classified in different categories

based on implications, examples being usability, performance or security. Bugs

which have the potential of causing a security threat are called vulnerabilities. An

exploit is an input for the vulnerable system that triggers a vulnerability, causing

it to deviate from its intended specification. When exploited, vulnerabilities can

affect all three base security properties of systems: confidentiality, integrity and

availability. Confidentiality of a system is breached when a vulnerability discloses
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information to an unauthorized party. An infamous such example is the Heartbleed

vulnerability [53] which reveals the content of encrypted data in the widely used

OpenSSL library. Vulnerabilities can also breach the integrity of a system, for ex-

ample by allowing an attacker to execute arbitrary code on the victim machine. A

vulnerability in a Microsoft implementation of the SMB network communications

protocol allowed the spread of the WannaCry ransomware in 2017 [137], resulting

in multi-billion-dollar global losses. Finally, vulnerabilities can also affect the avail-

ability of systems, for example by crashing or stalling an application. Attacks that

aim to subvert the availability of victim systems are called denial-of-service. In the

following sections we present the stages in the lifecycle of vulnerabilities, parts of

which were measured extensively [59]. We focus on software vulnerabilities, noting

that the concepts can also be generalized to hardware vulnerabilities.

2.1.1 Discovery

The process of discovering vulnerabilities has been extensively studied and re-

mains an active area of research to this day. In contrast to formal methods that

aim to provide guarantees about the functional correctness but do not scale to large

projects, vulnerability discovery methods aim to observe deviations from the speci-

fications of programs. Discovery methods differ based on the phase in the software

development lifecycle in which they are applied. During development, vulnerabilities

are generally detected and fixed using software testing tools. Post-release program

analysis techniques are generally classified based on the type of interaction with
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the target program and they can be broadly classified into three categories: static,

dynamic and hybrid analysis. Static techniques involve analyzing the code of the tar-

get programs, their advantage being that they are fast and require fewer resources.

Their limitation is highlighted when considering static tools based on source code:

discrepancies between the expressivity of source code and the runtime behavior of

programs cause static techniques to miss certain types of vulnerabilities [14]. In

contrast, dynamic techniques analyze program executions by exploring different ex-

ecution paths in the target programs. While they are more precise than their static

counterparts, dynamic techniques have challenges maximizing their coverage of all

the execution paths in a program. Hybrid approaches combine static and dynamic

analysis tools in order to increase their accuracy. In practice, the vulnerability dis-

covery process is time-consuming and dependent on the technical skills of the parties

involved, making it challenging to fully automate. As a result, a large number of

vulnerabilities remain present in software after public release.

After discovery, vulnerabilities transition into the patch development phase,

if the discovering party reports their finding to the responsible vendor, or into the

exploitation phase. The latter happens if the discoverer decides to weaponize the

vulnerability through 0day exploits – exploits for vulnerabilities not known to the

general public or the vendor. Such 0day exploits are used in real-world attacks [22] on

traded on exploit marketplaces [1]. One way through which the former transition is

incentivized is through bug bounty programs [150]: platforms where the discoverers

are financially rewarded for reporting vulnerabilities and coordinating remediation

directly with the vendors. Vendors have various procedures through which they
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allow third parties to report the discovery of new vulnerabilities. Such reports

are often required to provide detailed instructions on how vulnerabilities can be

reproduced, by means of Proof-of-Concept (PoC) exploits that trigger them.

2.1.2 Patching

Security patches are changes to products that aim to remediate the vulnerabil-

ities after these have been discovered. Patches are generally distributed by vendors

through updates to the vulnerable software versions. Vendors are incentivized to

develop and distribute patches in a timely manner, in order to reduce the exposure

and risk of exploitation of their clients. However, empirical observations highlighted

practical challenges in the dissemination of patches, the main causes being human

factors or technical difficulties in patch deployment [96,119]. When aggregated with

the patch development lag, these challenges result in substantial patching delays

across the vulnerable population and large exposure windows for these clients to the

risks associated with potential exploits.

2.1.3 Disclosure

The community has set guidelines for a responsible disclosure process [101] of

vulnerabilities discovered by external parties not associated with the vendors. These

practices usually involve publishing the artifacts resulting from the discovery in order

to incentivize vendors towards prompt remediation and give credit for the discovery

to the appropriate party. However, if the public disclosure is not timed properly
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and a patch is not available, the vulnerable population is exposed to a higher risk of

being exploited. Therefore, discoverers and vendors often communicate and share

the details of the vulnerability privately before a coordinated public disclosure.

The leading authority supervising this process is the MITRE organization,

which aggregates vulnerability information in a standardized format and labels them

using unique identifiers called Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) [43].

These identifiers are reported by CVE Numbering Authorities (CNAs), which are

either vendors or organizations authorized to assign them based on reports of vul-

nerabilities.

When published by MITRE, a CVE entry has an associated textual descrip-

tion, as well as a list of external references documenting the vulnerability. CVEs

published by MITRE are also added to the National Vulnerability Database (NVD),

which is maintained by NIST [99]. The NVD entries contain additional details

about the CVE, including vulnerability type information, product version details

and severity ratings. The external references shared by MITRE and NVD aim to

provide more detailed technical information about the vulnerabilities and state of

exploits.

Not all vendors participate in the CVE initiative. For example, some open-

source software projects opt to coordinate disclosure and remediation onsite through

platforms such as Bugzilla [32]. Remediation can also be achieved through silent

updates, which patch vulnerabilities without publicly disclosing their existence. Be-

cause such third-party platforms have unique and sometimes opaque disclosure poli-

cies, identifying and tracking vulnerabilities through them remains an open chal-
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lenge. The MITRE and NVD records, which share information in a structured

format, are widely considered to have the largest public coverage of vulnerabilities

over time.

2.1.4 Exploitation

Exploits can be classified based on the purpose they serve. Proof-of-Concept

(PoC) exploits are generally developed during the vulnerability disclosure process.

Their utility lies in helping vendors reproduce a bug by crashing or hanging the

target program. While PoCs might be demonstrated in lab environments, they

are generally very frail and would require a significant amount of engineering to

become reliable and reproducible [6,94]. Nevertheless, even if reliable, PoCs are not

necessarily able to aid toward any offensive goal beyond denial of service. Exploits

that succeed in the exploitation goal (e.g., hijacking the instruction pointer of a

program) are functional. Functional exploits are ready to be weaponized and used

against targets in the real world by adjusting the payload according to one’s goals.

Functional exploits are found in commercial exploitation tools used for penetration

testing [73,116]. If they provide practical utility for attackers, functional exploits are

also observed in the wild, in real-world attacks. Such weaponized exploits used in the

real-world attacks represent an important means of conducting illicit operations [65];

improving the techniques to prevent, anticipate and detect them remains a major

goal of the security community.
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2.2 Modeling Vulnerability Severity and Risk

In this section we describe existing techniques to assess the severity and risks

posed by vulnerabilities. We begin with security metrics, which approach the prob-

lem by aiming to measure the overall security of projects or entities. Next, we

present techniques for severity estimates at an individual vulnerability level, includ-

ing the industry standard CVSS score and third-party metrics. Finally, we discuss

existing data-driven approaches for estimating severity and exploitability.

2.2.1 Security Metrics

Several metrics have been proposed to measure security, by quantifying the

risks and weaknesses of entire projects or entities comprised of multiple projects.

One line of work estimates security through vulnerability counts, using features

such as code complexity, churn and developer activity [129, 164]. However, prior

empirical observations reported a weak correlation between the size of the code

and the number of discovered vulnerabilities in practice [97]. Alternatively, attack

surface metrics [70] aim to describe systems by enumerating the ways in which they

might be exploited. The dimensions of the attack surface consider the target entities

or systems, communication channels that enable interaction between the attacker

and the victim and access rights required for interaction. Like vulnerability counts,

attack surface estimates require access to source code and information about the

deployment configurations, both of which are constantly changing and difficult to

measure. Due to these challenges, the practical utility of these metrics in reflecting
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real-world attacks is yet to be evaluated systematically at scale. To address this,

security metrics derived from field data [97] take into account evidence about real-

world exploits.

2.2.2 Individual Severity Scores

Vulnerability Management (VM) processes are central to the security of many

organizations. VM programs are intended to continuously identify vulnerabilities

present across the enterprise, quantify the risks that they pose, and address them

by means of remediation or mitigation. However, these programs need to prioritize

which vulnerabilities should be addressed first. This is due to cost considerations

and the high complexity of scaling remediation procedures [77]. Moreover, this re-

quirement is sometimes amplified by the timing of disclosures. The coordinated

disclosure process specifies a period during which information about the vulnerabil-

ity is kept confidential to allow vendors to develop a patch. However, this process

results in cross-vendor disclosure schedules that sometimes align, causing a flood

of disclosures. For example, 254 vulnerabilities were disclosed on 14 October 2014

across a wide range of vendors including Microsoft, Adobe, and Oracle [103]. As

a result, individual severity assessments for vulnerabilities are crucial for VM pro-

grams, and several metrics have been proposed to this end; we describe some of the

most popular ones below.
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2.2.3 Common Vulnerability Scoring System

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [100] has been proposed

as a severity metric at individual vulnerability level. CVSS is widely mandated for

prioritizing remediation efforts, such as in case of the U.S. Government through the

Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) [152] or the credit card industry

through the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard [110].

The score, which is shared for vulnerabilities in NVD, is based on three com-

ponents that are combined into a numeric value between 1-10, with higher values

reflecting higher severity:

• Base - mandatory component describing properties of the vulnerability, such

as the impact and exploitation techniques

• Temporal - optional component describing time-varying statuses of exploits,

remediation and confidence in vulnerability report

• Environmental - optional component describing instance-dependent factors

that might affect the weight of the other score components

The individual scores are assigned throughout the disclosure process and are based

on expert knowledge and opinions.

The correlation between CVSS and real-world attacks has been determined

to be weak by empirical measurements [6, 8]. Specifically, the results show that

CVSS tends to flag many vulnerabilities as high severity, only a very small fraction

of which are targeted in the wild. In consequence, the score is unable to reveal
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low-severity vulnerabilities, resulting in a high number of false positives. In an

operational setting, this translates to the inability of high-severity CVSS values to

highlight vulnerabilities which truly require urgency.

2.2.4 Static Exploitability Scores

While an exploit represents conclusive proof that a vulnerability is exploitable

if it can be generated, proving non-exploitability is significantly more challeng-

ing [50]. Instead, mitigation efforts are often guided by vulnerability scoring systems,

which aim to capture the technical difficulty of exploit development. Below we list

some of the most notable ones.

NVD CVSS [100]. The Exploitability sub-component of CVSS is intended to

reflect the ease and technical means by which the vulnerability can be exploited.

The score encodes various vulnerability characteristics, such as the required access

control, complexity of the attack vector and privilege levels, into a numeric value

between 0 and 4 (0 and 10 for CVSSv2), with 4 reflecting the highest exploitability.

Microsoft Exploitability Index [55]. This is a vendor-specific score assigned

by experts using one of four values to communicate to Microsoft customers the

likelihood of a vulnerability being exploited [54].

RedHat Severity [118]. Similarly, this score encodes the difficulty of exploit-

ing the vulnerability by complementing CVSS with expert assessments based on

vulnerability characteristics specific to the RedHat products.

These metrics have been extensively studied by prior work, which concluded
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that the severity estimates provided by them are often inaccurate [6,8,54,120,127].

We will revisit their practical utility and discuss the limitations in Chapter 5.

2.2.5 Data-Driven Severity Metrics

Because the limitations of previously described metrics, techniques have been

proposed for estimating severity or risk through direct or indirect exploit evidence.

As described in Section 2.1.4, exploit artifacts can be classified into three broad

categories: PoCs, functional and observed in the wild. Existence of PoC exploits

has been studies as a severity estimate in several studies [28,74]. However, as PoCs

are not necessarily able to aid exploit development beyond reproducibility purposes,

their existence was shown to be a poor indicator of exploits in the wild [6, 74].

Alternatively, severity can also be expressed through the evidence of functional

exploits for a vulnerability, because such exploits can be weaponized and used of-

fensively against active targets. The CVSS score defines an Exploit Code Maturity

metric that is meant to encode the information about the current availability of the

weaponized exploits for a vulnerability [100]. This metric is part of the CVSS Tem-

poral Group, intended to capture time-varying information about the vulnerability

that is not fully available at disclosure. The exploit status is also tracked in metrics

across the industry, such as in vendor-specific the vulnerability severity scores (e.g.,

the Microsoft Exploitability Index [55]) and commercial vulnerability management

solutions [142]. However, metrics based on exploit evidence are reactive by construc-

tion, and cannot be used for predicting the development of exploits. For predicting
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their availability, DarkEmbed [138] uses natural language models trained on private

data from underground forum discussions. While being good indicators of exploit

development, these discussions tend to emerge after a significant delay from the dis-

closure of vulnerabilities [5]. The utility of publicly available artifacts for predicting

exploit development, and the design of classifiers for timely predictions remain open

problems, which we will address in Chapter 5.

Several studies considered evidence of exploits in the wild for severity esti-

mates. In this framework, vulnerabilities are prioritized if they have functional

exploits and are weaponized in real-world attacks. A recent study estimated that

only 5% of vulnerabilities are used in real-world attacks [74]. However, public ac-

counts of exploits are scarce and biased [6]. These two observations pose significant

challenges for any data-driven approach that aims to detect or predict exploitation.

Several studies evaluated the potential utility of existing severity metrics such

as CVSS as predictors for exploits in the wild [5,6,8,74], concluding that they per-

form poorly. This is because weaponizing exploits in real-world attacks depends

on several latent factors, which cannot be captured by such static metrics. For

example, the state of patching plays an important role, as it determines the vulner-

able population that might be targeted by such exploits. Prior work has studied

patch deployment [77, 96] and these patching patterns have been used to detect

exploitation attempts [157]. Moreover, weaponizing exploits incurs technical skills

and opportunity costs, which might influence the choices of attackers [9, 15]. Sev-

eral approaches for detecting or predicting exploits in the wild have been proposed,

by calculating the likelihood of attacks after exploits are traded in underground
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forums [5], observing early exploitation attempts [157], using vulnerability preva-

lence information [74], encoding hand-crafted features useful for the task [75], or

monitoring Twitter for vulnerability discussions [38]. Nevertheless, understanding

the various vulnerability characteristics that reflect weaponization likelihood, and

the development of early detection mechanisms for such weaponized exploits are

problems that we will address in Chapter 4.

2.3 Vulnerability Artifacts

In this section we provide an overview of the various vulnerability artifact

types that could be used to develop data-driven severity metrics.

2.3.1 Vulnerability Information

Prior attempts to improve CVSS severity estimates generally involve analyzing

other data fields shared through CVE and NVD. Such artifacts are also available

from third-party platforms, which often aggregate vulnerability information using

the CVEIDs. Data sources that do not explicitly specify CVEIDs can be linked

through heuristic techniques, such as following hyperlinks from the references in

NVD, or identifying natural language descriptions for the vulnerabilities as alterna-

tive identifiers. These artifacts often provide more detailed information about vul-

nerabilities. Some common categories of artifacts include vendor advisories, which

describe the vulnerabilities and patches, and write-ups from third parties and enti-

ties affected by the vulnerability, which could contain more contextual information,
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mitigation strategies, or technical information about the vulnerabilities. However,

the coverage and quality concerns described in Section 2.1 pose additional challenges

when performing feature extraction from these additional sources. We refer to this

category of artifacts as vulnerability information; some of the features commonly

extracted from them are:

• Descriptors - features extracted through NLP techniques applied on the tex-

tual descriptors, such as these shared through NVD [28,74,157]. The descrip-

tors can be used for a more fine-grained understanding of the vulnerability,

such as the vulnerable module, vulnerability location information, or exploita-

tion information.

• Product - features that aim to identify the vulnerable program, version range

and vendor. Although these features are shared in a standardized format in

NVD, several studies found that the available information is incorrect [94,96]

and proposed techniques to fix it [49].

• Category - features that describe the type of vulnerability. Such features aim

to express distinctions between vulnerabilities in terms of potential effect when

exploited [48] or programming errors that cause them [40].

• Timing - features that describe when the articles where disclosed, published or

modified. Disclosure times are not always specified, as many vulnerabilities are

first mentioned in security advisories published by vendors, and publication

in NVD can suffer from significant time lags [84]. Therefore, establishing

disclosure dates is not trivial, and involves approximating it from the pool of
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collected artifacts [128]. Moreover, updates in the vulnerability descriptions

could signal new information, such as emergence of exploits.

• Technical information - some of the published content describes technical as-

pects of the vulnerability, such as instructions on how they could be triggered,

analysis of their exploitability and potential mitigation strategies. Such arti-

cles can provide valuable insight towards establishing both the severity and

the potential impact of vulnerabilities.

The quality of vulnerability-related information from databases was found to

be inconsistent. A recent study [94] looked at the ability to manually reproduce

memory corruption vulnerabilities in Linux based on technical vulnerability infor-

mation shared through NVD and linked references. Reproducibility, a critical step

used by vendors to expedite patch development, was found to be attainable for

only 55% of vulnerabilities after a 3,600 man-hours effort. Among the factors that

hindered reproducibility were missing or wrong information, such as the vulnera-

ble program version or instructions on the trigger method. The findings highlight

challenges in centralizing vulnerability information and the need for alternative cat-

egories of features.

2.3.2 Field Telemetry

Prior work also investigated the utility of field data collected from end-hosts in

predicting vulnerability severity. Specifically, delays in patching vulnerabilities can

be used in creating risk profiles for individual hosts [23] or organizations [157]. Based
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on the risk profiles for a vulnerability, anomalous behavior within an organization,

such as an alarmingly high number of compromised hosts, can be used to detect an

exploit for the vulnerability [157].

While such telemetry provides accurate exploitation accounts when available,

existing approaches rely on end-host data that is not publicly available. Moreover,

some features might not be available until after exploits are observed in the wild,

therefore incurring a potentially significant severity assessment lag. Studying the

trade-offs between timeliness and utility of these features remains an open problem.

2.3.3 Community Features

Severity estimates can also be obtained by analyzing communities of actors

that discuss vulnerabilities. Two of the most popular ones are described below.

Underground Forums. Communities of hackers and miscreants exist in “under-

ground” forums (also referred as black markets) that usually host illicit operations.

These platforms are used for trading exploits [5, 79] or offering exploitation ser-

vices [65], but they are generally not open to the open public and require consider-

able time and effort to access [5].

Prior research reported that the reference of vulnerabilities on such platforms

is highly indicative of exploits in the wild [5, 8, 79] or functional exploits [138].

However, automatically extracting vulnerability features from them is challenging,

as the vulnerabilities are not always referenced through identifiers, and the users

commonly use slang terms or communicate in multiple languages [5]. Moreover,
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exploit-related discussions on such platform tend to pose a substantial delay [5],

affecting the timeliness of exploit detectors.

Social Media. Vulnerability-related information can also be found by monitoring

the public discussions in the security community. Specifically, on Twitter, a com-

munity of hackers, security vendors and system administrators is known to discuss

security vulnerabilities through 140-character messages called “tweets” which are

publicly available. Among the main advantages of Twitter over other social media

platforms are the large size of its community, the public nature of discussions and the

high diversity of users. The platform has been leveraged successfully in a wide vari-

ety of applications including earthquake detection [126], epidemiology [10, 29], and

the stock market [26,155]. In the security domain, much attention has been focused

on detecting Twitter spam accounts [153], detecting malicious uses of Twitter aimed

at gaining political influence [19,117,143] and emergence of cyberthreats [121,165].

Therefore, the intuition is that Twitter is also fast to reflect the exploitation risks

as perceived by the security community, a hypothesis that we will test in Chapter 4.

2.3.4 Exploit Artifacts

Besides being used as the target variable of exploit prediction [28, 74], PoC

exploits can also provide features in estimates for functional or in-the-wild exploits.

Nevertheless, using their publication as a binary indicator was shown to be a poor

indicator of exploits in the wild [6,74]. However, prior empirical findings reported an

association between the time of PoC publication and the time weaponized exploits
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are first seen in the wild, where 90% of exploits in the wild are first seen within

94 days from PoC disclosure [97]. More recent incidents estimating this time lag to

be much lower. For example, CVE-2018-8174, an Internet Explorer vulnerability,

was reported to have been incorporated in exploit kits as a direct consequence of

the PoC publication [25]. Upon decompiling a CVE-2018-15982 exploit used by the

CobInt downloader campaign, researchers discovered that it copied PoC code that

has been previously posted online [24]. Exploits in the wild against a ThinkPHP

framework vulnerability emerged within less than 24 hours from the publication of

the PoC on ExploitDB [162]. These two accounts suggest that PoCs might be useful

to infer weaponization, but that an understanding of their semantics is required for

improving risk assessments.

More fine-grained features can be obtained by analyzing the content of the

exploits. Performing any program analysis task on PoCs is however difficult because

these programs generally do not have a valid syntax that would allow them to be

parsed during compilation or interpretation. Prior work highlighted this issue, along

with the observation that, even if executed, they have limited success triggering the

vulnerability [6, 94]. This poses a significant challenge for any attempt to perform

automatic processing at scale, requiring robust approaches to cope with the large

variance in the quality of data and noisy inputs.

Next, we present alternative approaches for feature extraction form exploit ar-

tifacts, based on natural language processing and intermediate code representation.

Stream-of-Words. One approach to represent exploits is by considering ignoring
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the semantics of their content and analyzing them as sequences of characters. This

representation is useful for applying feature extractors developed for natural lan-

guage. Features can be extracted at different levels of granularity: lines of code,

code keywords, tokens, sequences of characters, and the choice is most often task-

dependent [4].

The simplest representation, bag-of-Words (BoW), encodes input documents

as sets of tokens. For example, this approach has been successfully used for vulner-

able code clone detection in by ReDeBug [76]. ReDeBug first normalizes the code

by removing code comments, whitespaces and transforming the text to lower case,

then performing feature extraction from the resulting tokens. This technique has

the advantages of scaling to large datasets and being language-independent, since

it does not require parsing the code. However, such representations are only able

to extract features of exact clones (type 1), being unable to cope with simple code

transformations such as variable renaming. Moreover, because the BoW features are

unordered, they lose the ability to capture relationships among co-occurring code

constructs and they cannot capture higher-level semantics of code. In Chapter 5 we

will investigate the utility of BoW features extracted from PoC exploits at predicting

exploitability.

Intermediate Representations. Intermediate code representations are widely

used for many program analysis tasks, and they are directly applicable to represent-

ing exploits. The most popular ones are Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs), Control

Flow Graphs (CFGs) with Data Dependency Graphs (DDGs). More advanced rep-
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resentations, such as Code Property Graphs [160], which combine ASTs, CFGs and

DDGs. The benefits of such representations include the ability to perform program

analysis on the parsed code and to extract more expressive features than using BoW,

such as the complexity of code. The challenges extracting such features stem from

the requirement to parse code, which requires robust parsers to generalize across dif-

ferent programming languages. In Chapter 5 we will present techniques to perform

such feature extraction at scale.

2.4 Security of Data-Driven Systems

Like other data-driven security solutions, techniques for vulnerability assess-

ments can be targeted by active adversarial attempts to circumvent them. The

problem has been illustrated in the security field through a decade-long arms race

malware classification [148]. Statistical techniques for data and algorithmic model-

ing are also vulnerable to such adversarial attempts due to their reliance on inputs

with untrusted provenance. Studying attacks and defenses against such algorithmic

techniques is an active research field. Below we give an overview of the literature

on the attacks, which spans several areas such as security, machine learning and

computer vision.

Supervised Machine Learning. For our purpose, a classifier (or hypothesis) is

a function h : X → Y that maps instances to labels to perform classification. An

instance x ∈ X is an entity (e.g., a binary program) that must receive a label y ∈

Y = {y0, y1, ..., ym} (e.g., reflecting whether the binary is malicious). We represent
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an instance as a vector x = (x1, . . . , xn), where the features reflect attributes of

the artifact (e.g., APIs invoked by the binary). A function D(x,x′) represents the

distance in the feature space between two instances x,x′ ∈ X. The function h can

be viewed as a separator between the malicious and benign classes in the feature

space X; the plane of separation between classes is called decision boundary. The

training set S ⊂ X includes instances that have known labels YS ⊂ Y . The labels

for instances in S are assigned using an oracle — for a malware classifier, an oracle

could be an antivirus service such as VirusTotal, whereas for an image classifier it

might be a human annotator. The testing set T ⊂ X includes instances for which

the labels are unknown to the learning algorithm.

Barreno et al. [18] proposed a taxonomy for attacks, according to influence,

specificity and security violation:

• Influence:

– Causative attacks, such as poisoning, interfere with the data at training

time.

– Exploratory attacks, such as evasion, probe the models at test-time.

• Specificity:

– Targeted attacks cause errors on a specific instance or set of instances.

– Indiscriminate attacks cause non-specific errors.

• Security Violation:

– Integrity violations result in false negatives.
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– Availability violations cause many errors, resulting in a denial of service.

– Confidentiality attacks, not included in the original taxonomy, have also

been studied recently, examples being attempts to extract the models

through queries [145] or inferring the membership status of certain in-

stances in the dataset used to train these models [130].

We highlight the attack influence by comparing two representative classes of

attacks: poisoning and evasion.

2.4.1 Attack Influence

This distinction between the two types of attacks is illustrated in Figure 2.1

in the targeted scenario. As illustrated in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b, evasion attacks

work by mutating the target sample to push it across the model’s decision boundary,

without altering the training process or the decision boundary itself. Such attacks

are not applicable in situations where the adversary does not control the target

sample—for example, when the goal is to influence a malware detector to block a

benign app developed by a competitor.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1c, targeted poisoning attacks blend crafted instances

into the training set to push the model’s boundary toward the target. In conse-

quence, they enable misclassifications for instances that the adversary cannot mod-

ify. An added targeted poisoning goal is bounding the collateral damage on the

victim (Figure 2.1d). A poisoning attacker requires access to the training set, for

example by directly interfering with the training process or publishing the crafted
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Training Instances Pristine Decision Boundary

Target

(a)

Testing Instances

Adversarial Example

(b)

Poisoning Instances

Poisoned Decision Boundary

(c)

Testing Instances

(d)

Figure 2.1: Targeted attacks against machine learning classifiers. (a) The pristine

classifier would correctly classify the target. (b) An evasion attack would modify

the target to cross the decision boundary. (c) Correctly labeled poisoning instances

change the learned decision boundary. (d) At testing time, the target is misclassified

but other instances are correctly classified.

instances and waiting for the victim to crawl them from the Web.

Next, we review related work along both influence dimensions.

2.4.2 Causative Attacks

Prior work spanned both indiscriminate and targeted poisoning attacks. For

indiscriminate poisoning, a spammer can force a Bayesian filter to misclassify le-

gitimate emails by including a large number of dictionary words in spam emails,
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causing the classifier to learn that all tokens are indicative of spam [17] An attacker

can degrade the performance of a Twitter-based exploit predictor by posting fraud-

ulent tweets that mimic most of the features of informative posts [124]. One could

also damage the overall performance of an SVM classifier by injecting a small vol-

ume of crafted attack points [21]. Generic attack frameworks were also proposed for

indiscriminate poisoning [47].

For targeted poisoning, a spammer can trigger the filter against a specific

legitimate email by crafting spam emails resembling the target [98]. This was also

studied in the healthcare field, where an adversary can subvert the predictions for

a whole target class of patients by injecting fake patient data that resembles the

target class [93]. On neural networks, [78] proposes a targeted poisoning attack

that modifies training instances which have a strong influence on the target loss.

In [161], the poisoning attack is a white-box indiscriminate attack adapted from

existing evasion work. Furthermore, [87] and [66] introduce backdoor and trojan

attacks where adversaries cause the classifiers to misbehave when a trigger is present

in the input. The targeted poisoning attack proposed in [39] requires the attacker

to assign labels to crafted instances.

Defenses. We discuss three representative defenses against poisoning attacks. The

Micromodels defense was proposed for cleaning training data for network intrusion

detectors [42]. The defense trains classifiers on non-overlapping epochs of the train-

ing set (micromodels) and evaluates them on the training set. By using a majority

voting of the micromodels, training instances are marked as either safe or suspicious.
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Intuition is that attacks have relatively low duration, and they could only affect a

few micromodels. It also relies on the availability of accurate instance timestamps.

Reject on Negative Impact (RONI) was proposed against spam filter poisoning

attacks [17]. It measures the incremental effect of each individual suspicious train-

ing instance and discards the ones with a relatively significant negative impact on

the overall performance. RONI sets a threshold by observing the average negative

impact of each instance in the training set and flags an instance when its perfor-

mance impact exceeds the threshold. This threshold determines RONI’s ultimate

effectiveness and ability to identify poisoning samples. The defense also requires a

sizable clean set for testing instances. In [132] we adapt RONI to a more realistic

scenario, assuming no clean holdout set, implementing an iterative variant, as sug-

gested in [125], that incrementally decreases the allowed performance degradation

threshold. However, RONI remains computationally inefficient as the number of

trained classifiers scales linearly with the training set.

Target-aware RONI (tRONI) builds on the observation that RONI fails to

mitigate targeted attacks [98] because the poison instances might not individually

cause a significant performance drop. In [132], we propose a targeted variant which

leverages prior knowledge about a test-time misclassification to determine training

instances that might have caused it. While RONI estimates the negative impact of

an instance on a holdout set, tRONI considers their effect on the target classification

alone. Therefore, tRONI is only capable of identifying instances that distort the

target classification significantly.
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2.4.3 Exploratory Attacks

Exploratory attacks are mostly studied in the targeted case, as their indis-

criminate variant can be obtained by repeatedly applying the targeted versions.

One popular class of exploratory attacks is evasion [20], which acts on test-time

instances, the goal being to induce a targeted misclassification on specific samples.

The instances, also called adversarial examples, are modified by the attacker such

that they are misclassified by the victim classifier even though they still resemble

their original representation. Several approaches have been proposed against image

classifiers [35, 62, 105, 135], where attacks add small perturbations to input pixels

that lead to a large shift in the victim classifier feature space, potentially pushing

it across the classification decision boundary. In these attacks, the perturbations

do not change the semantics of the image as a human oracle easily identifies the

original label associated with the image.

2.4.4 Adversarial Capabilities

The attacks appear to be very effective, and defensive attempts are usually

short-lived as they are broken by the follow-up work [34]. However, understanding

the actual security threat introduced by these attacks requires modeling the real-

istic capabilities and limitations of adversaries. Existing adversary models usually

attribute misestimated capabilities to the attacker and create an incomplete assess-

ment of the actual security threat posed to real world applications. For example, test

time attacks often assume white-box access to the victim classifier [35]. As most
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security critical ML systems use proprietary models [3], these attacks might not

reflect actual capabilities of a potential adversary. Black-box attacks often consider

weaker adversaries when investigating the transferability of an attack. Transferabil-

ity implies that a successful attack conducted by an adversary locally — usually

on a limited model — is also successful on the target model. Black-box attacks

often investigate transferability in the case where the local and target models use

different training algorithms [107]. In contrast, ML systems used in the industry

often rely on feature secrecy of their models, rather than algorithmic secrecy —

for example, incorporating undisclosed features obtained using a known reputation

score algorithm for malware detection [37].

Several prior studies investigated the interaction between adversaries and the

machine learning systems in order to model various threats. [81] proposes FTC

—features, training set, and classifier, a framework to define an attacker’s knowl-

edge and capabilities in the case of a practical evasion attack. Furthermore, [30,85]

introduce game theoretical Stackelberg formulations for the interaction between the

adversary and the data miner in the case of data manipulations. Adversarial limi-

tations are also discussed in [71]. Several attacks against machine learning consider

adversaries with varying degrees of knowledge, partially covering the dimensions of

knowledge [20,106,108]. Recent studies investigate transferability in attack scenarios

with limited knowledge about the target model [35,86,107].
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Chapter 3: Data Collection

A central requirement for data mining and the design of predictive systems is

the availability of comprehensive datasets. Nevertheless, acquiring public vulnerability-

and exploit-related data is challenging because there is no central database aggre-

gating such information. Platforms like the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)

aim to aggregate high-level descriptions of newly published vulnerabilities, yet, as we

will investigate in the following chapters, the information with the most predictive

utility is often time published earlier in other sources and not referenced in NVD.

In addition, NVD does not track over time the emergence of exploits for published

vulnerabilities. Therefore, our study requires scraping multiple Web platforms for

various types of artifacts. While some of these platforms might archive the pub-

lished content, many do not offer changelogs, and some might silently update the

content of published artifacts over time. Without crawling such platforms repeatedly

and investigating their individual publishing characteristics, the resulting datasets

could become biased and reflect incorrect timestamps for the availability of certain

artifacts or exploit evidence. Moreover, some content, such as posts mentioning

vulnerabilities on Twitter, are published through transient streaming services. In

order to collect a representative sample of social media discussions about vulnerabil-
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ities, it is therefore required to design and implement fault-tolerant data collection

platforms that are able to capture such posts in real time.

In this section we describe the techniques used to collect the datasets used

throughout the dissertation. We begin with the collection details specific for each

type of artifact, describe how we estimate various timestamps from the lifecycle of

vulnerabilities, then label the various datasets containing subsets of vulnerabilities,

which are used across various experiments.

3.1 Gathering Technical Information

Our study uses the CVEID to identify vulnerabilities because it is one of the

most prevalent and cross-referenced public vulnerability identification systems. Be-

low we describe the techniques used in creating a dataset of artifacts and exploitation

evidence, investigating vulnerabilities published between January 1999 and March

2020.

3.1.1 Public Vulnerability Information

We begin by collecting information about the vulnerabilities targeted by the

PoCs from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [99]. NVD adds vulnerability

information gathered by analysts, including textual descriptions of the issue, product

and vulnerability type information, as well as the CVSS score. Nevertheless, NVD

only contains high-level descriptions. In order to build a more complete coverage

of the technical information available for each vulnerability, we search for external
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references in several public sources. We use the Bugtraq [31] and IBM X-Force

Exchange [72], vulnerability databases which provide additional textual descriptions

for the vulnerabilities. We also use Vulners [151], a database that collects in real

time textual information from vendor advisories, security bulletins, and third-party

bug trackers and security databases. We filter out the reports that mention more

than one CVEID, as it would be challenging to determine which particular one

is discussed. In total, our collection contains 278,297 documents from 76 sources,

referencing 102,936 vulnerabilities. We refer to these documents as write-ups, which,

together with the NVD textual information and vulnerability details, provide a

broader picture of the technical information publicly available for vulnerabilities.

3.1.2 Proof of Concept Exploits (PoCs)

We collect a dataset of public PoCs by scraping ExploitDB [56], Bugtraq [31]

and Vulners [151], three popular vulnerability databases that contain exploits ag-

gregated from multiple sources. Because there is substantial overlap across these

sources, but the formatting of the PoCs might differ slightly, we remove duplicates

using a content hash that is invariant to such minor whitespace differences. We

preserve only the 48,709 PoCs which are linked to CVEIDs, which correspond to

21,849 distinct vulnerabilities.
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3.1.3 Social Media Discussions

We also collect social media discussions about vulnerabilities from Twitter,

by gathering tweets mentioning CVE-IDs between January 2014 and December

2019.For collecting tweets mentioning vulnerabilities, our system monitors occur-

rences of the “CVE” keyword using Twitter’s Filtered Stream API [147]. The policy

of the Streaming API implies that a client receives all the tweets matching a key-

word as long as the result does not exceed 1% of the entire Twitter hose, when the

tweets become samples of the entire matching volume. Because the CVE tweeting

volume is not high enough to reach 1% of the hose (as the API signals rate limit-

ing), we conclude that our collection contains all references to CVEs except during

the periods of downtime for our infrastructure. We collected 1.4 million tweets for

52,551 vulnerabilities. By a conservative estimate using the lost tweets which were

later retweeted, our collection contains over 98% of all public tweets about these

vulnerabilities.

3.2 Exploitation Evidence Ground Truth

Because we are not aware of any comprehensive dataset of evidence about

developed exploits, we aggregate evidence from multiple public sources.

We begin from the Temporal CVSS score, which tracks the status of exploits

and the confidence in these reports. The Exploit Code Maturity component has four

possible values: ”Unproven”, ”Proof-of-Concept”, ”Functional” and ”High”. The

first two values indicate that the exploit is not practical or not functional, while
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the last two values indicate the existence of autonomous or functional exploits that

work in most situations. Because the Temporal score is not updated in NVD, we

collect it from two reputable sources: IBM X-Force Exchange [72] threat sharing

platform and the Tenable Nessus [141] vulnerability scanner. Both scores are used

as inputs to proprietary severity assessment solutions: the former is used by IBM in

one of their cloud offerings [154], while the latter is used by Tenable as input to com-

mercial vulnerability prioritization solutions [142]. We use the labels ”Functional”

and ”High” as evidence of exploitation, as defined by the official CVSS Specifica-

tion [100], obtaining 28,009 exploited vulnerabilities. We further collect evidence

of 2,547 exploited vulnerabilities available in three commercial exploitation tools:

Metasploit [116], Canvas [73] and D2 [44]. We also scrape the Bugtraq [31] exploit

pages and create NLP rules to extract evidence for 1,569 functional exploits. Exam-

ples of indicative phrases are: ”A commercial exploit is available.”, ”A functional

exploit was demonstrated by researchers.”.

We also collect exploitation evidence that results from exploitation in the wild.

We start from reputable external sources that confirm their existence, rather than

on collecting the exploits themselves. Collecting exploits that are known to have

been successful in the wild is challenging, as some are used only in highly targeted

attacks while others might be kept secret by the attackers, their existence only being

discovered forensically.

We identify the set of vulnerabilities exploited in the real world by extracting

the CVE IDs mentioned in the descriptions of Symantec’s anti-virus (AV) signa-

tures [134] and intrusion-protection (IPS) signatures [12]. Prior work has suggested
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that this approach produces the best available indicator for the vulnerabilities tar-

geted in exploits kits available on black markets [6, 97]. We then aggregate labels

extracted using NLP rules (matching e.g., ”... was seen in the wild.”) from scrapes

of Bugtraq [31], Tenable [140], Skybox [131] and AlienVault OTX [104]. In addi-

tion, we use the Contagio dump [92] which contains a curated list of exploits used

by exploit kits. These sources were reported by prior work as reliable for informa-

tion about exploits in the wild [74,96]. Overall, 4,084 vulnerabilities are marked as

exploited in the wild.

While exact development time for most exploits is not available, we drop

evidence if we cannot confirm it was published within one year after vulnerability

disclosure, simulating a historical setting. Our ground truth, consisting of 32,093

vulnerabilities known to have functional exploits, therefore reflects a lower bound

for the number of exploits available, which translates to class-dependent label noise

in classification, issue that we evaluate in Section 5.4.

3.3 Estimating Lifecycle Timestamps

Vulnerabilities are often published in NVD later than their public disclo-

sure [22, 84]. We estimate the public disclosure dates for the vulnerabilities in our

dataset by selecting the minimum date among all write-ups in our collection and

the publication date in NVD, in line with prior research [84, 128]. This represents

the earliest date when expected exploitability can be evaluated. We validate our

estimates for the disclosure dates by comparing them to two independent prior es-
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timates [84, 128], on the 67% of vulnerabilities which are also found in the other

datasets. We find that the median date difference between the two estimates is 0

days, and our estimates are an average of 8.5 days earlier than prior assessments.

Similarly, we estimate the time when PoCs are published as the minimum date

among all sources that shared them, and we confirm the accuracy of these dates by

verifying the commit history in exploit databases that use version control.

To assess whether EE can provide timely warnings, we need the dates for the

emergence of functional exploits and attacks in the wild. Because the sources of

exploit evidence do not share the dates when exploits were developed, we estimate

these dates from ancillary data. For the exploit toolkits, we collect the earliest date

when exploits are reported in the Metasploit and Canvas platforms. To approximate

the emergence dates for attacks in the wild, we perform a series of heuristics. First,

we extract the creation date from the descriptions of AV signatures to estimate the

date when the exploits were discovered. Unfortunately, the IPS signatures do not

provide this information, so we query Symantec’s Worldwide Intelligence Network

Environment (WINE) [51] for the dates when these signatures were triggered in the

wild. Across all exploited vulnerabilities, we also crawl VirusTotal [149], a popular

threat sharing platform, for the timestamps when exploit files were first submitted.

Finally, we estimate exploit availability as the earliest date among the different

sources, excluding vulnerabilities with zero-day exploits. Overall, we discovered this

date for 10% (3,119) of the exploits. These estimates could result in label noise,

because exploits might sometimes be available earlier, e.g., PoCs that are easy to

weaponize. In Section 5.6 we measure the impact of such label noise on the EE
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performance.

3.4 Datasets

We create four datasets that we use throughout the dissertation to evaluate our

systems. The first dataset, labeled DS0 and analyzed in Chapter 4, contains 52,551

vulnerabilities discussed on Twitter during our data collection period. DS1 contains

all 103,137 vulnerabilities in our collection that have at least one artifact published

within one year after disclosure. We use this in Chapter 5 to evaluate the timeliness

of various artifacts, compare the performance of EE with existing baselines, and

measure the predictive power of different categories of features. The third dataset,

DS2, contains 21,849 vulnerabilities that have artifacts across all different categories

within one year. This is used in Chapter 5 to compare the predictive power of

various feature categories, observe their improved utility over time, and to test their

robustness to label noise. Finally, DS3 contains 924 out of the 3,119 vulnerabilities

for which we estimated the exploit emergence date, and which are disclosed during

our classifier deployment period described in Section 5.3.3. This is used in Chapter 5

when evaluating the ability of EE to distinguish imminent exploit.
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Chapter 4: Early Detection of Exploits in the Wild

To cope with the growing rate of vulnerability discovery, the security com-

munity must prioritize the effort to respond to new disclosures by assessing the

risk that the vulnerabilities will be exploited. The existing scoring systems that

are recommended for this purpose, such as FIRST’s Common Vulnerability Scoring

System (CVSS) [100], Microsoft’s exploitability index [55] and Adobe’s priority rat-

ings [2], err on the side of caution by marking many vulnerabilities as likely to be

exploited [7]. The situation in the real world is more nuanced. While the disclo-

sure process often produces Proof-of-Concept exploits, which are publicly available,

recent empirical studies reported that only a small fraction of vulnerabilities are

exploited in the real world [6, 74, 97] At the same time, some vulnerabilities at-

tract significant attention and are quickly exploited; for example, exploits for the

Heartbleed bug in OpenSSL were detected 21 hours after the vulnerability’s public

disclosure [53]. To provide an adequate response on such a short time frame, the

security community must quickly determine which vulnerabilities are exploited in

the real world, while minimizing false positive detections.

Security vendors, practitioners, system administrators, and hackers, who dis-

cuss vulnerabilities on social media sites like Twitter, constitute rich sources of
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information, as the participants in coordinated disclosures discuss technical details

about exploits and the victims of attacks share their experiences. In this chapter

we explore the opportunities for early exploit detection using information available

on Twitter from our collection of 1.4 million tweets that mention 52,551 vulnera-

bilities, spanning 5 years. We characterize the exploit-related discourse on Twitter,

the information posted before vulnerability disclosures, and the users who post this

information, illustrating the current challenges for early exploit detection.

Building on these insights, we describe techniques for detecting exploits that

are active in the real world. Our techniques utilize supervised machine learning

and use the collection of tweets to extract features for training and evaluating a

support vector machine (SVM) classifier. We evaluate the false positive and false

negative rates and we assess the detection lead time compared to when vulnerability

signatures are published by a major commercial vendor. The results show that our

classifier is able to detect exploits a median of 5 days before signatures are published.

In summary, we make three contributions:

• We study the characteristics of vulnerabilities discussed on Twitter and explore

the landscape of threats related to information leaks about vulnerabilities

before their public disclosure.

• We identify features that can be extracted automatically from social media

posts to detect exploits.

• To our knowledge, we describe the first technique for early detection of real-

world exploits using social media.
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4.1 Exploit Detection using Social Media

The existence of a real-world exploit gives urgency to fixing the corresponding

vulnerability, and this knowledge can be utilized for prioritizing remediation ac-

tions. We investigate the opportunities for early detection of such exploits by using

information that is available publicly but is not included in existing vulnerability

databases such as the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [99]. Specifically, we

analyze the Twitter stream, which exemplifies the information available from social

media feeds. On Twitter, a community of hackers, security vendors and system

administrators discuss security vulnerabilities. In some cases, the victims of attacks

report new vulnerability exploits. In other cases, information leaks from the coordi-

nated disclosure process [101] through which the security community prepares the

response to the impending public disclosure of a vulnerability.

The vulnerability-related discourse on Twitter is influenced by trend-setting

vulnerabilities, such as Heartbleed (CVE-2014-0160), Shellshock (CVE-2014-6271,

CVE-2014-7169, and CVE-2014-6277) or Drupalgeddon (CVE-2014-3704) [53]. Such

vulnerabilities are mentioned by many users who otherwise do not provide action-

able information on exploits, which introduces a significant amount of noise in the

information retrieved from the Twitter stream. Our goals in this chapter are (i)

to identify the good sources of information about exploits and (ii) to assess the

opportunities for early detection of exploits in the presence of benign and adver-

sarial noise. Specifically, we investigate techniques for minimizing false-positive

detections—vulnerabilities that are not actually observed in the wild—which is crit-
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ical for prioritizing response actions.

4.1.1 Challenges

To put our contributions in context, we review the three primary challenges

for predicting exploits in the absence of adversarial interference: class imbalance,

data scarcity, and ground truth biases.

Class imbalance. We aim to train a classifier that produces binary predictions:

each vulnerability is classified as either exploited or not exploited. If there are

significantly more vulnerabilities in one class than in the other class, this biases the

output of supervised machine learning algorithms. Prior research on predicting the

existence of proof-of-concept exploits suggests that this bias is not large, as over

half of the vulnerabilities studied by prior work had such exploits [28]. However,

few vulnerabilities are exploited in the real world and the exploitation ratios tend

to decrease over time [97]. In consequence, our data set exhibits a severe class

imbalance: we were able to find evidence of real-world exploitation for only 3.6%

of vulnerabilities disclosed during our observation period. This class imbalance

represents a significant challenge for simultaneously reducing the false positive and

false negative detections. Therefore, our classifier needs to incorporate techniques

to mitigate its effect.

Data analysis. In order to engineer feature sets from the data posted on Twit-

ter and better understand the capabilities and limitations of a social media-based

exploit detector, we first need to analyze our dataset. First, our analysis needs to in-
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vestigate the sample of vulnerabilities mentioned on Twitter, highlighting the types

and impact that these have when exploited. Second, we need to investigate the

discourse centered around these vulnerabilities. The analysis must discover words

that are the most useful for detection, and we must verify whether these match

our intuition about indicators of real-world exploits. Third, we need to analyze the

community of users posting vulnerability-related tweets and whether some users are

more informative than others. Finally, our analysis needs to measure the timeliness

of tweets with respect to the public disclosure of vulnerabilities, and investigate

cases where tweets precede disclosure.

Biases and practical utility. Prior work on Twitter analytics focused on pre-

dicting quantities for which good predictors are already available (modulo a time

lag): the Hollywood Stock Exchange for movie box-office revenues [11], CDC reports

for flu trends [82] and Twitter’s internal detectors for highjacked accounts, which

trigger account suspensions [144]. These predictors can be used as ground truth for

training high-performance classifiers. In contrast, there is no comprehensive data

set of vulnerabilities that are exploited in the real world. We employ as ground

truth the aggregate set of vulnerabilities reported by 6 sources as observed to have

been exploited in the wild, as described in Chapter 3. However, this dataset has

coverage biases. For example, since Symantec does not provide a security product

for Linux, unless covered by another source, Linux kernel vulnerabilities are less

likely to appear in our ground truth dataset than exploits targeting software that

runs on the Windows platform. Our study therefore needs to investigate whether
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CWE Description # CVEs # Exploited (%)

1 CWE-119 Buffer Overflow 5535 359 (6%)

2 CWE-79 Cross-site Scripting 5216 61 (1%)

3 CWE-200 Information Exposure 3880 122 (3%)

4 CWE-20 Improper Input Validation 3826 154 (4%)

5 CWE-264 Access Controls 1930 124 (6%)

6 CWE-125 Out-of-bounds Read 1889 25 (1%)

7 CWE-787 Out-of-bounds Write 1666 107 (6%)

8 CWE-89 SQL Injection 1405 28 (1%)

9 CWE-416 Use After Free 1265 63 (4%)

10 CWE-310 Cryptographic Issues 1190 16 (1%)

Table 4.1: The most prevalent types of vulnerabilities in our dataset, along with the

number of vulnerabilities and how many are exploited for each category.

these biases hinder the practical utility of a detector that is affected by them.

4.2 Vulnerabilities on Social Media

To guide our decisions for the design of an early exploit detector, in this section

we analyze the characteristics these vulnerabilities discussed on social media and the

community centered around them on Twitter.

4.2.1 The Vulnerabilities

Out of the 52,551 vulnerabilities in our dataset discussed on Twitter, 3.6%

(1,873) were exploited in the wild. To understand which vulnerabilities are preferred
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in real-world attacks, we begin by analyzing the types of vulnerabilities present in

our dataset by grouping them according to their Common Weakness Enumeration

ID (CWE) [40]. The CWE label types reflect frequent types of flaws that could

be analyzed and mitigated using similar techniques. Table 4.1 lists the number of

vulnerabilities for the 10 most frequent CWE-IDs in our dataset, as well as the

fraction of them which are also exploited in the wild. The breakdown highlights

discrepancies among various categories. We observe that Buffer Overflow, Access

Controls and Out-of-bounds Write are among the most favored vulnerabilities in

the wild; 6% of these vulnerabilities are used in real-world attacks, compared to

1% across other categories. This discrepancy can be explained by multiple factors,

including biases in our ground truth, the utility of an exploit for the attacker, and

the difficulty of performing a successful attack. For example, the distinct practical

utility of a successful exploit for the attacker across different types of vulnerabilities

is apparent in the differences between CWE-125 (Out-of-bounds Read) for which 1%

of vulnerabilities are exploited and CWE-787 (Out-of-bounds Write), for which 6%

of vulnerabilities were observed in the wild. While the former could potentially allow

the attacker to reveal sensitive information, exploiting the latter is more desirable

capability, as it could potentially allow the attacker to execute arbitrary code in

addition to reading memory content. We will use this observation during feature

engineering, where we will include the CWE-ID in our feature set described in

Section 4.3.1.

To understand the potential implications of successful exploits against these

vulnerabilities, we group them into 7 categories, based on the potential security
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Impact # CVEs # Exploited (%)

Code Execution 8675 641 (7%)

Denial Of Service 5949 135 (2%)

Information Disclosure 8347 213 (2%)

Privilege Escalation 1928 157 (8%)

Protection Bypass 2191 76 (3%)

Script Injection 1960 26 (1%)

Session Hijacking 630 14 (2%)

Spoofing 512 23 (4%)

Unknown 22359 588 (2%)

Table 4.2: Breakdown of CVEs according to exploitation impact, and how many are

exploited for each category.

impact: Code Execution, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Protection By-

pass, Script Injection, Session Hijacking and Spoofing. Although heterogeneous and

unstructured, the summary field from NVD entries provides sufficient information

for assigning a category to most of the vulnerabilities in the study, using regular

expressions comprised of domain vocabulary. Table 4.2 show how these categories

intersect with the real-world exploits. Since vulnerabilities may belong to several

categories (a code execution exploit could also be used in a denial of service), the

regular expressions are applied in order. If a match is found for one category, the

subsequent categories would not be matched. Additionally, the Unknown category

contains vulnerabilities not matched by the regular expressions and those whose

summaries explicitly state that the consequences are unknown or unspecified.
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We observe substantial differences among the prevalence and exploitation rate

between these categories. Information disclosure, the second largest category of

vulnerabilities from NVD, but we find few of these vulnerabilities in our ground

truth of real-world exploits. In contrast, out of the 8,675 vulnerabilities allowing

code execution which were disclosed during our observation period, 7% (641) of

which have real-world exploits. The fraction is even higher for privilege escalation

vulnerabilities, among which 8% are used in the wild. These results reveal that,

according to our ground truth, most of the real-world exploits focus on vulnerabilities

which allows them to perform code execution, or to elevate privileges.

To understand the factors that drive the different exploitation rates, we exam-

ine the CVSS Base metrics, which describe the characteristics of each vulnerability.

This analysis reveals that most of the real-world exploits allow remote code ex-

ecution, while vulnerabilities that require local host or local network access are

not frequently exploited. Our analysis also reveals the prevalence of obfuscated

disclosures, classified into the Unknown category, as reflected in NVD vulnerability

summaries that mention the possibility of exploitation “via unspecified vectors” (for

example, CVE-2014-8439). To fully leverage these observations in our classifier, we

extract feature vectors from the NVD textual description, in the form of unigrams,

as described in Section 4.3.1.
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CVEID Nickname # Tweets Exploited?

1 CVE-2019-0708 BlueKeep 22052 Yes

2 CVE-2014-0160 Heartbleed 10748 Yes

3 CVE-2014-6271 Shellshock 10166 Yes

4 CVE-2017-0199 9671 Yes

5 CVE-2018-10933 8775 Yes

6 CVE-2015-7547 8313 Yes

7 CVE-2017-7494 SambaCry 7618 Yes

8 CVE-2015-0235 GHOST 7418 Yes

9 CVE-2017-5638 6516 Yes

10 CVE-2017-8759 5967 Yes

Table 4.3: The 10 CVEs in our dataset that were tweeted the most. All were

exploited in the wild and some of them received informal nicknames.

4.2.2 The Discourse

The Twitter discourse is dominated by few of the 52,551 vulnerabilities. Each

received a mean and a median of 27 and 12 tweets, respectively, while only 123 of

them received more than 1,000 tweets. 93 of these 123 vulnerabilities were exploited

in the wild, indicating that the vulnerability-centered posts on Twitter are often

about critical vulnerabilities. Table 4.3 lists the top 10 vulnerabilities, ranked by

the number of tweets. We observe that all of them were exploited in the wild, while

some of them even received informal nicknames across the community.

To understand how the content of tweets can help detect exploits in the wild,
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Keyword MI Keyword MI Keyword MI Keyword MI

1 exp 0.018 11 type 0.010 21 microsoft 0.009 31 poc 0.006

2 virus 0.016 12 latestthreats 0.010 22 exploit 0.008 32 detection 0.006

3 computadora 0.016 13 best 0.010 23 one 0.008 33 piyokango 0.006

4 malware 0.016 14 symantec 0.010 24 code 0.008 34 rce 0.006

5 trojan 0.015 15 ctcorp 0.010 25 internet 0.007 35 exploited 0.006

6 threats 0.015 16 ways 0.009 26 wild 0.007 36 miko 0.006

7 risk 0.012 17 comer 0.009 27 blog 0.007 37 ulloa 0.006

8 level 0.011 18 avoid 0.009 28 execution 0.007 38 exploiting 0.006

9 virusalert 0.011 19 threat 0.009 29 dinosn 0.007 39 patched 0.006

10 aware 0.011 20 latest 0.009 30 alert 0.007 40 infosec 0.006

Table 4.4: Mutual information (MI) between the set of keywords and the labels in

our ground truth. The table lists the top 40 entries with the highest MI score.

we compute the mutual information (MI) between the presence of word features

among tweets for a CVEX and the class label for that CVE: Y ∈ {exploited, not exploited}:

MI(Y,X) =
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x, y) ln

(
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

)
Mutual information, expressed in nats, compares the frequencies of values from the

joint distribution p(x, y) (i.e. values from X and Y that occur together) with the

product of the frequencies from the two distributions p(x) and p(y). MI measures

how much knowingX reduces uncertainty about Y , and can single out useful features

suggesting that the vulnerability is exploited as well as features suggesting it is not.

Table 4.4 lists the top 40 words, ranked by the MI value. The terms that

Twitter users employ when discussing exploits provide interesting insights. Among

these, we observe “virus”, “malware” and “trojan”, indicating that users report

vulnerabilities that they observe being targeted by exploits embedded in such cyber-
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threats. Moreover, “risk” “level” is used by users to indicate that the existence of

exploit increases the risk associated with the vulnerability. The distribution of the

keyword “patched” also has a high mutual information, because a common reason

for posting tweets about vulnerabilities is to alert other users and point them to

advisories for updating vulnerable software versions after exploits are detected in

the wild. We also observe “code”, “execution” and “rce”, which are used to describe

the potential impact of the exploit – in this case the execution of arbitrary code on

the vulnerable machine, which is one of the most prevalent types found in the

wild, mirroring the observation from the exploit impact breakdown performed in

Section 4.2.1. To leverage the predictive utility of the words found in tweets, in

Section 4.3.1 we describe how to extract Social Media Text features from them.

4.2.3 The Community

The tweets we have collected were posted by approximately 139,000 unique

users, but the messages posted by these users are not equally informative. The users

collect an average of 10 CVE-related tweets, the majority of them only tweet about a

single CVE, while 92 of them tweet about more than 1,000 vulnerabilities. Therefore,

we quantify the utility of each user we compute the ratio of tweeted CVEs that are

exploited in the wild (precision), as well as the fraction of exploited vulnerabilities

that the user tweets about (recall). We rank per-user utility based on the harmonic

mean of these two quantities (F1). This ranking penalizes users that tweet about

many CVEs indiscriminately (e.g., a security news bot) as well as the thousands
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Figure 4.1: Tweet volume for CVE-2014-3153 and tweets from the most informative

10% of users. The 8 marks represent important events in the vulnerability’s lifecycle:

1 - disclosure; 2 - Android exploit called Towelroot is reported, and exploitation

attempts are detected in the wild; 3,4,5 - new technical details emerge, including

the Towelroot code; 6 - new mobile phones continue to be vulnerable to this exploit;

7 - advisory about the vulnerability is posted; 8 - exploit is included in ExploitDB.

The informative tweets summarize these events and shape the entire volume of

tweets.

of users that only tweet about the most popular vulnerabilities (e.g., Shellshock

and Heartbleed). We call the top-ranked users informative. Top ranked informative

users include computer repair servicemen posting about the latest viruses discovered

in their shops and security researchers and enthusiasts sharing information about

the latest blog and news postings related to vulnerabilities and exploits.

Figure 4.1 provides an example of how the information about vulnerabili-

ties and exploits propagates on Twitter amongst all users, and among the top 10%
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(13,906) informative users. The “Futex” bug, which enables unauthorized root ac-

cess on Linux systems, was disclosed on June 6, 2014, as CVE-2014-3153. We iden-

tify 8 important milestones in the vulnerability’s lifecycle, as marked in the figure.

We observe that these milestones result in spikes in activity on Twitter. Neverthe-

less, the informative users posted just 55 tweets that summarize these milestones

and are retweeted extensively.

This example illustrates that monitoring a subset of users can yield most of

the vulnerability- and exploit-related information available on Twitter.

We will use this insight in Section 4.4.2, showing that encoding priors about

the utility of users and training an exploit detector only on the most informative

ones does not affect the performance. This can help mitigate the effect of adversarial

attacks which involve the establishment of new accounts. However, over-reliance on

a small number of user accounts, even is such list is manually vetted, can increase

susceptibility to data manipulation via adversarial account hijacking.

4.2.4 Information Before Disclosure

For the vulnerabilities in our data set, Figure 4.2 compares the dates of the

earliest tweets mentioning the corresponding CVE numbers with the estimated pub-

lic disclosure dates for these vulnerabilities, computed as described in Section 3.3.

We identify 1,073 vulnerabilities that were mentioned in the Twitter stream before

their public disclosure. We investigate as subset of 42 of such cases manually to de-

termine the sources of this discrepancy. 9 of these cases represent misspelled CVE
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the disclosure dates with the dates when the first tweets

are posted for all the vulnerabilities in our dataset.

IDs (e.g., users mentioning 6172 but talking about 6271 – Shellshock), and we are

unable to determine the root cause for 13 additional cases owing to the lack of suf-

ficient information. The remaining cases can be classified into 3 general categories

of information leaks:

Disagreements about the planned disclosure date. The vendor of the vul-

nerable software sometimes posts links to a security bulletin ahead of the public

disclosure date is recorded in our data set. These cases are typically benign, as

the security advisories provide instructions for patching the vulnerability, and they

are most likely caused by errors in our approximation of the actual disclosure date

for the vulnerabilities. However, a more dangerous situation occurs when the party

who discovers the vulnerability and the vendor disagree about the disclosure sched-

ule, resulting in the publication of vulnerability details a few days before a patch is
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made available [64, 102, 103, 139]. We have found 11 cases of disagreements about

the disclosure date.

Coordination of the response to vulnerabilities discovered in open-source

software. The developers of open-source software sometimes coordinate their re-

sponse to new vulnerabilities through social media, e.g., mailing lists, blogs and

Twitter. An example for this behavior is a tweet about a wget patch for CVE-

2014-4877 posted by the patch developer, followed by retweets and advice to update

the binaries. If the public discussion starts before a patch is completed, then this

is potentially dangerous. However, in the 2 such cases we identified, the patching

recommendations were first posted on Twitter and followed by an increased retweet

volume.

Leaks from the coordinated disclosure process. In some cases, the partici-

pants in the coordinated disclosure process leak information before disclosure. For

example, security researchers may tweet about having confirmed that a vulnera-

bility is exploitable, along with the software affected. This is the most dangerous

situation, as attackers may then contact the researcher with offers to purchase the

exploit, before the vendor is able to release a patch. We have identified 7 such cases.

4.3 Exploit Detector Design

In order to leverage the information available on Twitter, we engineer a set

of features and develop an exploit detector which predicts the likelihood of such

exploits. In this section we describe the feature engineering process, the design of
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our classifier and the performance evaluation setup.

4.3.1 Features

We extract features that can be classified in three categories: Social Media

Text extracted from the content of tweets, Social Media Community representing

patterns in the tweets about a vulnerability, as well as vulnerability features in the

form of CVSS and Database Information. All the features are listed and described

in Table 4.5.

Social Media Text. For each vulnerability, we extract all the keywords used across

tweets mentioning it, by performing a simple tokenization and stopword removal.

We encode these features as binary unigrams, which provide a clear baseline for

the performance achievable using NLP. We extract 813,790 keywords in total across

the entire dataset. However, because many of them are very infrequent, they are

unlikely to generalize across many vulnerabilities. Therefore, during classifier train-

ing, we will discard keywords which appear in less than 100 vulnerabilities from the

training set. This pruning step, which brings the number of features between 1,000-

1,300 across all folds, allowing us to avoid overfitting on highly-specific features

and improve generalization. The frequency threshold was chosen empirically based

on the observation that a higher value would discard useful features and decrease

validation performance.

Social Media Community. We create 13 additional features from each tweet,

which we aggregate at a per-vulnerability lever, allowing us to capture the distri-
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Type Description #

Vulnerability Info

NVD unigrams NVD descriptions 53,424

CVSS CVSSv2 & CVSSv3 components 40

CWE Weakness type 154

CPE Name of affected product 13,277

EPSS Handcrafted 53

Social Media Text

Tweets unigrams Keywords from tweets mentioning a CVE-ID 813,790

Social Media Community

Tweet delay Tweet publication delay from disclosure 1

Is retweet Whether a tweet is a retweet of another 1

Is reply Whether a tweet is a reply to another 1

Favorite count How many times a tweet is added to favorite 1

# mentions How many users are mentioned in tweet 1

# hashtags How many hashtags are contained in tweet 1

# URLs How many URLs are contained in tweet 1

User age Number of days since author account registered 1

User verified Whether author account is verified 1

User # tweets Number of tweets by author at time of tweet 1

User # followers Number of followers of the author account 1

User # friends Number of friends of the author account 1

User ID Unique identifier of author account 1

Table 4.5: Description of features used. For the Community features, we compute

the count and mean and median across all tweets for a vulnerability available.
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bution of tweets and users for that vulnerability. At a given point in time after

vulnerability disclosure, the aggregation is performed by computing the count, and

mean and median across all the tweets posted from disclosure up to that point in

time. Example features include the total count of tweets related to the CVE, the

average age of the accounts posting about the vulnerability, the number of retweets

among all tweets for a vulnerability, or the number of unique user IDs tweeting

about it. During training, we compute these features on tweets available at dis-

closure, and 5,10,20,30 and 365 days later, aggregating them into a feature vector.

During testing, the feature vector is computed at disclosure, and then updated as

we delay the prediction to gather more tweets for a vulnerability after it is first

disclosed.

CVSS and Database Information. In order to improve performance and in-

crease classifier robustness to potential Twitter-based adversaries acting through

account hijacking and Sybil attacks, we also derive features from the vulnerability

databases. This includes the structured data within NVD that encodes vulnerability

characteristics: the most prevalent list of products affected by the vulnerability, the

vulnerability types (CWEID), and all the CVSS Base Score sub-components, using

one-hot encoding. Moreover, to capture the technical information shared through

natural language, we extract unigram features from the NVD descriptions of the

vulnerability. In line with the Social Media Text features, we perform a pruning

step before training, removing product names or keywords which do not appear in

at least 1,000 vulnerabilities. Finally, we use the features from the Exploit Pre-
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diction Scoring System (EPSS) [75], which proposes 53 features manually selected

by experts as good indicators for exploitation in the wild. This set of handcrafted

features contains tags reflecting vulnerability types, products and vendors, as well

as binary indicators of whether PoC or weaponized exploit code has been published

for a vulnerability.

4.3.2 Classifier

One of the main challenges facing classifiers for real-world exploits is the severe

class imbalance: we have found evidence of real-world exploitation for only 3.6%

of the vulnerabilities disclosed during our observation period. We use the linear

support vector machine (SVM) classifiers [27,36,41,67] in a feature space that results

from the aggregation of features across all three categories described above, and

the frequency-based pruning step. SVMs seek to determine the maximum margin

hyperplane to separate the classes of exploited and non-exploited vulnerabilities.

When a hyperplane cannot perfectly separate the positive and negative class samples

based on the feature vectors used in training, the basic SVM cost function is modified

to include a regularization penalty, C, which controls the amount of errors allowed

among these samples. To address the class imbalance challenge, we use a cost-

sensitive version of SVM that assigns a weight to each of the two classes. The

weight is inversely proportional to the frequencies of training instances within that

class. Whereas in regular SVM the separating hyperplane would be pushed towards

the minority class to reduce the number of misclassifications on the majority class,
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the weight has the effect of assigning a higher misclassification cost for the instances

in the minority class, therefore mitigating this skew.

Our implementation uses the scikit-learn Python package [111] to train

our classifiers, using the squared hinge loss with L2 penalty, and a C = 0.0001 fixed

across all experiments and obtained after performing hyper-parameter tuning.

4.3.3 Evaluation

We evaluate the historic performance of our classifier by partitioning the

dataset into temporal splits, assuming that the classifier is re-trained periodically

on all the historical data available at that time. At the time the classifier is trained,

we do not include the vulnerabilities disclosed within the last year because exploita-

tion evidence might not be available until later. We discovered that the classifier

needs to be retrained every six months, as less frequent retraining would affect per-

formance due to a larger time delay between the disclosure of training and testing

instances. During testing, the system operates in a streaming environment in which

it continuously collects the tweets published about vulnerabilities then recomputes

their feature vectors over time and outputs the prediction. The prediction for each

test-time instance is performed with the most recently trained classifier. The first

training split contain all vulnerabilities disclosed before July 2016, which includes

30% of the entire dataset. Across all temporal splits, the testing set contains all vul-

nerabilities disclosed between July 2017 and the end of our data collection period,

in December 2019.
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4.4 Detecting Exploits in the Wild

When evaluating our classifiers, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

curves can present an overly optimistic view of a classifier’s performance when

dealing with unbalanced data sets [45]. We therefore rely on two standard per-

formance metrics: precision and recall. Recall is equivalent to the true positive

rate: Recall = TP
TP+FN

, where TP is the number of true positive classifications

and FN is the number of false negatives. The denominator is the total number of

positive samples in the testing data. Precision is defined as: Precision = TP
TP+FP

where FP is the total number of false positives identified by the classifier. When

optimizing classifier performance based on these criteria, the relative importance of

these quantities is dependent on the intended applications of the classifier. If avoid-

ing false negatives is priority, then recall must be high. However, if avoiding false

positives is more critical, then precision is the more important metric. Because we

envision utilizing our classifier as a tool for prioritizing the response to vulnerability

disclosures, we focus on improving the precision rather than the recall.

4.4.1 Predictions Using CVSS

To provide a baseline for our ability to classify exploits, we first examine the

performance of a classifier that uses only the CVSS score, which is currently rec-

ommended as the reference assessment method for software security [152]. We use

the Base CVSS score and the Exploitability component as a means of establishing

baseline classifier performances. The Exploitability component is calculated as a
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Figure 4.3: Precision and recall for predicting exploits in the wild with CVSS score

thresholds.

combination of the CVSS access vector, access complexity, and authentication com-

ponents. The Base score ranges between 0-10, while the Exploitability between from

0-4. By varying a threshold across the full range of values for each score, we can

generate putative labels where vulnerabilities with scores above the threshold are

marked as “real-world exploits” and vulnerabilities below the threshold are labeled

as “not exploited”. Figure 4.3 shows the recall and precision values for both the

Base CVSS score (Figure 4.3a) and Exploitability component (Figure 4.3b) thresh-

olds. Unsurprisingly, since CVSS is designed as a high recall system which errs on

the side of caution for vulnerability severity, the maximum possible precision for

this baseline classifier is less than 7% and 4% respectively.

Thus, this high recall, low precision vulnerability score is not useful by it-
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Figure 4.4: Performance for predicting exploits in the wild on the day of disclosure,

compared to baselines.

self for real-world exploit identification, and boosting precision is a key area for

improvement.

4.4.2 Predictions Using Social Media

In order to highlight the benefits of using social media as a source of fea-

tures for the exploit predictor, we compare the performance of our classifier with

three baselines: the CVSS Base and Exploitability scores described in the previous

section, and the Exploit Prediction Scoring System (EPSS) [75]. EPSS, a predic-

tor for exploits in the wild, trains an ElasticNet regression model on the set of 53

hand-crafted features extracted from vulnerability descriptors shared in vulnerabil-

ity databases. EPSS shares both the trained model which can be used for feature
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Figure 4.5: Performance for predicting exploits in the wild 10 days after disclosure,

compared to baselines.

extraction on new vulnerabilities, as well as scores for a majority of vulnerabilities

in our test set. For each vulnerability, we use the shared predictions, if available. If

a vulnerability score is not shared by EPSS, we perform feature extraction on our

dataset and use the ElasticNet model to predict their scores.

Figure 4.4 shows the prediction performance of our classifier using only features

available on the day the vulnerabilities were publicly disclosed, and Figure 4.5 shows

the performance achievable if the prediction is delayed 10 days. We observe that

our classifier can significantly outperform the baselines, increasing the Precision-

Recall AUC from 0.04 to 0.23 on the day of disclosure. Moreover, if the prediction

is delayed, the tweets that are published in the days following public disclosure help

increase the performance even further, increasing the AUC to 0.31. However, this
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Figure 4.6: Performance for predicting exploits of the EPSS baseline, measured over

the period from the original study evaluation.

delay decreases the window of opportunity for early prediction, and we will explore

the trade-offs between performance and timeliness in the following section. We note

that the performance of the EPSS baseline on our test set is significantly lower

than the one reported in the original study [75], which achieved an AUC of 0.26.

The discrepancy is caused by the fact that our test set spans a longer period of

time, while the EPSS one ends in June 2018. Indeed, if we evaluate EPSS on the

vulnerabilities contained in both their original and our testing sets (these disclosed

between July 2017 - June 2018), we obtain a comparable AUC of 0.26, as highlighted

in Figure 4.6. This suggests that the set of 53 handcrafted features is not sufficient

to capture the evolving dynamics of the vulnerability exploits ecosystem, and that

exploit prediction models are severely affected by such non-stationarity. In contrast,
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Figure 4.7: Performance for predicting exploits in the wild with priors on instances.

our exploit predictor design mitigates these factors by performing dynamic feature

extraction and periodically retraining the model on more recent data.

Encoding Priors. The previous result partially reflects an additional challenge

for our classifier: the fact that our ground truth is imperfect, as our ground truth,

and in particular evidence gathered from Symantec, does not have equal coverage

of products for all the platforms that are targeted in attacks. If our Twitter-based

classifier predicts that a vulnerability is exploited and the exploit exists, but is absent

from the ground truth, we will count this instance as a false positive, penalizing the

reported precision. To assess the magnitude of this problem, we restrict the training

and evaluation of the classifier to the 7,155 vulnerabilities in Microsoft and Adobe

products, which are likely to have a good coverage in our ground truth for real-

world exploits (as described in Section 3.2 and in our prior work [123]). 690 of these
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Figure 4.8: Performance for predicting exploits in the wild on different feature

subsets.

7,155 vulnerabilities are identified as real-world exploits in our ground truth. For

comparison, we include the performance of this classifier in Figure 4.7. Improving

the quality of the ground truth allows us to bolster the values of precision and recall

which are simultaneously achievable, while still enabling classification precision an

order of magnitude larger than a baseline CVSS score-based classifier.

Feature Contribution. To understand how different features contribute to the

performance of our classifiers, in Figure 4.8 we compare the precision and recall of

our real-world exploit classifier 10 days after disclosure, when using different sub-

groups of features. In particular, incorporating Twitter data into the classifiers

allows for improving the precision beyond the levels of precision achievable with

data that is currently available publicly in vulnerability databases (DB features).
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We observe that Community features are not capable to outperform the DB features

by themselves. This is primarily because beyond the vulnerabilities which gain pop-

ularity, the tweeting activity around the majority of CVEs is relatively similar, and

the statistics collected within in the first 10 days after disclosure are not sufficient

to distinguish the ones that are likely exploited. On the other hand, the Keyword

features extracted from tweets are capable of significantly boosting classifier preci-

sion in comparison to the DB features, because the community shares reports of

emergence of exploits in the wild, and these features are designed to capture this

discourse, as measured in Section 4.2.2.

Consequently, the analysis of social media streams like Twitter is useful for

boosting identification of exploits active in the real-world. Social media features

provide higher precision than Database features. These results illustrate the cur-

rent potential and limitations for predicting real-world exploits using publicly avail-

able information. Further improvements in the classification performance may be

achieved through a broader effort for sharing information about exploits active in

the wild, in order to assemble a high-coverage ground truth for training of classifiers.

4.4.3 Early Detection

In this section we ask the question: How soon can we detect exploits active in

the real world by monitoring the Twitter stream? Without rapid detection capabili-

ties that leverage the real-time data availability inherent to social media platforms,

such a Twitter-based vulnerability classifier has little practical value.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Exploit emergence relative to the first tweets. (b) Signature avail-

ability relative to the first tweets.

Figure 4.9a plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the number

of days difference between the first detection of an exploit in the wild and the first

tweet for a CVE, for the 465 vulnerabilities in our dataset where we could collect the

exploit availability date. Positive day differences indicate that Twitter events occur

before the exploits were first detected in the wild. In 35% of cases, early detection

is impossible because the first tweet for a CVE occurs after an exploit has been

discovered. A fraction of these CVEs had zero-day exploits circulating in the wild

before the vulnerability was publicly disclosed, while for the other, the tweets were

not posted early enough to allow timely predictions. For the remaining vulnerabili-

ties, Twitter data provides valuable insights into the likelihood of exploitation. The

first tweets are published a median of 12 and an average of 40 days before exploits
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are first observed in the wild.

To quantify the practical utility of our system, we collect the publication

date of Intrusion Prevention signatures for the vulnerabilities in our corpus, by

crawling the Fortiguard Threat Encyclopedia 1, which is maintained by Fortinet.

These dates indicate the first date when exploitation attempts could be identified

and mitigated by the Fortiguard systems. Figure 4.9b plots the CDF for the day

difference between the availability of signatures and the first tweets for 979 exploited

vulnerabilities in our corpus. We observe that 47% of signatures are available early,

before the vulnerabilities are first discussed on Twitter. However, for the 53%

of vulnerabilities, Twitter is able to substantially improve remediation practices.

Compared to the availability date of Fortiguard signatures for these vulnerabilities,

our classifier can provide a median of 14 and an average of 80 days prediction lead

time using only tweets published on the first day.

However, these first tweets might not be sufficiently informative to determine

that the vulnerability is exploited, as observed in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. We therefore

simulate real-world deployment, where our classifier would be used in an online

manner, in order to identify the dates when the output of the classifier provides

sufficient performance among all vulnerabilities in our ground truth. In particular,

we investigate a scenario in which our classifier is able to detect 50% of the exploited

vulnerabilities.

Figure 4.10 highlights the trade-off between precision and early detection for

our classifier on the test-time vulnerabilities which have signatures developed in For-

1https://www.fortiguard.com/encyclopedia?type=ips
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Figure 4.10: Trade-off between classification speed and precision.

tiguard. Unsurprisingly, we observe that the precision improves over time, as more

informative tweets are posted, resulting in an increased confidence in the predic-

tions. However, these improvements diminish after the first 9 days. By utilizing the

predictions after 9 days from disclosure and setting a prediction threshold to detect

50% of the vulnerabilities exploited in the wild, our classifier achieves a precision

of 0.32 and a median lead prediction time of 5 days before detection signatures are

available. In comparison, the EPSS baseline classifier cannot exceed 0.01 precision

on the same task.

Overall, our results suggest that our classifier can significantly improve the

precision of existing baselines, while also providing timely predictions, therefore

being capable of qualitatively improving vulnerability assessment decisions that use

exploit evidence as inputs.
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Chapter 5: Predicting the Development of Functional Exploits

Despite significant advances in defenses [136], exploitability assessments re-

main elusive because we do not know which vulnerability features predict exploit de-

velopment. For example, expert recommendations for prioritizing patches [113,114]

initially omitted CVE-2017-0144, the vulnerability later exploited by WannaCry

and NotPetya. While one can prove exploitability by developing an exploit, it is

challenging to establish non-exploitability, as this requires reasoning about state

machines with an unknown state space and emergent instruction semantics [50].

This results in a class bias of exploitability assessments, as we cannot be certain

that a “not exploitable” label is accurate.

We address these two challenges through a metric called Expected Exploitabil-

ity (EE). Instead of deterministically labeling a vulnerability as “exploitable” or

“not exploitable”, our metric continuously estimates over time the likelihood that

a functional exploit will be developed, based on historical patterns for similar vul-

nerabilities. Functional exploits go beyond proof-of-concepts (POCs) to achieve the

full security impact prescribed by the vulnerability.

Key to our solution is a time-varying view of exploitability, a departure from

the existing vulnerability scoring systems such as CVSS [100], which are not de-
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signed to take into account new information (e.g., new exploitation techniques,

leaks of weaponized exploits) that becomes available after the scores are initially

computed [54]. By systematically comparing a range of prior and novel features,

we observe that artifacts published after vulnerability disclosure can be good pre-

dictors for the development of exploits, but their timeliness and predictive utility

varies. This highlights limitations of prior features and a qualitative distinction be-

tween predicting functional exploits and related tasks. For example, prior work uses

the existence of public PoCs as an exploit predictor [74,75,138]. However, PoCs are

designed to trigger the vulnerability by crashing or hanging the target application

and often are not directly weaponizable; we observe that this leads to many false

positives for predicting functional exploits. In contrast, we discover that certain PoC

characteristics, such as the code complexity, are good predictors, because triggering

a vulnerability is a necessary step for every exploit, making these features causally

connected to the difficulty of creating functional exploits. We design techniques

to extract features at scale, from PoC code written in 11 programming languages,

which complement and improve upon the precision of previously proposed feature

categories.

However, learning to predict exploitability could be derailed by a biased ground

truth, as observed in Chapter 4. This problem, known in the machine-learning

literature as label noise, can significantly degrade the performance of a classifier.

The time-varying view of exploitability allows us to uncover the root causes of label

noise: exploits could be published only after the data collection period ended, which

in practice translates to wrong negative labels. This insight allows us to character-
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ize the noise-generating process for exploit prediction and propose a technique to

mitigate the impact of noise when learning EE.

Our contributions in this chapter are as follows:

• We propose a time-varying view of exploitability based on which we design

Expected Exploitability (EE), a metric to learn and continuously estimate the

likelihood of functional exploits over time.

• We characterize the noise-generating process systematically affecting exploit

prediction and propose a domain-specific technique to learn EE in the presence

of label noise.

• We explore the timeliness and predictive utility of various artifacts, proposing

new and complementary features from PoCs, and developing scalable feature

extractors for them.

• We perform two case studies to investigate the practical utility of EE, showing

that it can qualitatively improve prioritization strategies based on exploitabil-

ity.

5.1 Expected Exploitability

To understand why existing metrics are poor at reflecting exploitability, we

highlight the typical timeline of a vulnerability in Figure 5.1. The exploitability

metrics depend on a technical analysis which is performed before the vulnerability

is disclosed publicly, and which considers the vulnerability statically and in isolation.
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Figure 5.1: Vulnerability timeline highlighting publication delay for different arti-

facts and the CVSS Exploitability metric. The box plot delimits the 25th, 50th and

75th percentiles, and the whiskers mark 1.5 times the interquartile range.

However, we observe that public disclosure is followed by the publication of

various vulnerability artifacts such as write-ups and PoCs containing code and ad-

ditional technical information about the vulnerability, and social media discussions

around them. These artifacts often provide meaningful information about the like-

lihood of exploits. For CVE-2018-8174, an Internet Explorer vulnerability, it was

reported that the publication of technical write-ups was a direct cause for exploit de-

velopment in exploit kits [25], while a PoC for CVE-2018-8440 has been determined

to trigger exploitation in the wild within two days [163]. The examples highlight

that existing metrics fail to take into account useful exploit information available

only after disclosure and they do not update over time.

Figure 5.1 plots the publication delay distribution for different artifacts re-
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leased after disclosure, according to our data analysis described in Section 5.2. Data

shows not only that these artifacts become available soon after disclosure, providing

opportunities for timely assessments, but also that static exploitability metrics, such

as CVSS, are often not available at the time of disclosure.

The problems mentioned above suggest that the evolution of exploitability over

time can be described by a stochastic process. At a given point in time, exploitability

is a random variable E encoding the probability of observing an exploit. E assigns

a probability 0.0 to the subset of vulnerabilities that are provably unexploitable,

and 1.0 to vulnerabilities with known exploits. Nevertheless, the true distribution E

generating E is not available at scale, and instead we need to rely on a noisy version

Etrain, as we will discuss in Section 5.1.1. This implies that in practice E has to

be approximated from the available data, by computing the likelihood of exploits,

which estimates the expected value of exploitability. We call this measure Expected

Exploitability (EE). EE can be learned from historical data using supervised machine

learning and can be used to assess the likelihood of exploits for new vulnerabilities

before functional exploits are developed or discovered.

5.1.1 Challenges

We recognize three challenges in utilizing supervised techniques for learning,

evaluating and using EE.

Extracting features from PoCs. Prior work investigated the existence of PoCs

as predictors for exploits, repeatedly showing that they lead to a poor precision [6,
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75, 138]. However, PoCs are designed to trigger the vulnerability, a step also re-

quired in a functional exploit. As a result, the structure and complexity of the

PoC code can reflect exploitation difficulty directly: a complex PoC implies that

the functional exploit will also be complex. To fully leverage the predictive power

of PoCs, we need to capture these characteristics. We note that while public PoCs

have a lower coverage compared to other artifact types, they are broadly available

privately because they are often mandated when vulnerabilities are reported [68].

Extracting features using NLP techniques from prior exploit prediction work [28,

74] is not sufficient, because code semantics differs from that of natural language.

Moreover, PoCs are written in different programming languages and are often mal-

formed programs [6,94], combining code with free-form text, which limits the appli-

cability of existing program analysis techniques. PoC feature extraction therefore

requires text and code separation, and robust techniques to obtain useful code rep-

resentations.

Understanding and mitigating label noise. Prior work found that the labels

available for training have biases [28], but to our knowledge no prior attempts were

made to link this issue to the problem of label noise. The literature distinguishes

two models of non-random label noise, according to the generating distribution:

class-dependent and feature-dependent [60]. The former assumes a uniform label

flipping probability among all instances of a class, while the latter assumes that

noise probability also depends on individual features of instances. If Etrain is affected

by label noise, the test time performance of the classifier could be affected.
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By viewing exploitability as time-varying, it becomes immediately clear that

exploit evidence datasets are prone to class-dependent noise. This is because exploits

might be kept secret or not yet developed. Therefore, a subset of vulnerabilities

believed not to be exploited are in fact wrongly labeled at any given point in time.

In addition, in our prior work [123] we notice that individual vendors providing

exploit evidence have uneven coverage of the vulnerability space (e.g., an exploit

dataset from Symantec would not contain Linux exploits because the platform is not

covered by the vendor), and in Section 4.4.2 we observe that this can affect training-

time performance, suggesting that noise probability might be dependent on certain

features. The problem of feature-dependent noise is much less studied [109], and

discovering the characteristics of such noise on real-world applications is considered

an open problem in machine learning [60].

Exploit prediction therefore requires an empirical understanding of both the

type and effects of label noise, as well as the design of learning techniques to address

it.

Evaluating the impact of time-varying exploitability. While some post-

disclosure artifacts are likely to improve classification, publication delay might affect

their utility as timely predictions. Our EE evaluation therefore needs to use metrics

which highlight potential trade-offs between timeliness and performance. More-

over, the evaluation needs to test whether our classifier can capitalize on artifacts

with high predictive power available before functional exploits are discovered, and

whether EE can capture the imminence of certain exploits. Finally, we need to
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Figure 5.2: Performance of existing severity scores at capturing exploitability. We

report both precision (P) and recall (R). The numerical score values are ordered by

increasing severity.

demonstrate the practical utility of EE over existing static metrics, in real-world

scenarios involving vulnerability prioritization.

5.2 Empirical Observations

We start our analysis with three empirical observations on DS1, which guide

the design of our system for computing EE.

5.2.1 Limitations of Existing Metrics

First, we investigate the effectiveness of three vulnerability scoring systems,

described in Section 2.2.4, for predicting exploitability. Because these scores are

widely used, we will utilize them as baselines for our prediction performance; our

goal for EE is to improve this performance substantially. As the three scores do not
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Figure 5.3: Performance of CVSSv2 at capturing exploitability. We report both

precision (P) and recall (R).

change over time, we utilize a threshold-based decision rule, which predicts that all

vulnerabilities with scores greater or equal than the threshold are exploitable. By

varying the threshold across the entire score range, and using all the vulnerabilities in

our dataset, we evaluate their precision (P): the fraction of predicted vulnerabilities

that have functional exploits within one year from disclosure, and recall (R): the

fraction of exploited vulnerabilities that are identified within one year.

Figure 5.2 reports these performance metrics. It is possible to obtain R =

1 by marking all vulnerabilities as exploitable, but this affects P because many

predictions would be false positives. For this reason, for all the scores, R decreases

as we raise the severity threshold for prediction. However, obtaining a high P is

more difficult. For CVSSv3 Exploitability, P does not exceed 0.19, regardless of the

detection threshold, some of the vulnerabilities do not have scores assigned to them.

CVSSv2 also exhibits a very poor precision, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

When evaluating the Microsoft Exploitability Index on the 1,100 vulnerabili-
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ties for Microsoft products in our dataset disclosed since the score inception in 2008,

we observe that the maximum precision achievable is 0.45. The recall is also lower

because the score is only computed on a subset of vulnerabilities [54].

On the 3,030 vulnerabilities affecting RedHat products, we observe a similar

trend for the proprietary severity metric, where precision does not exceed 0.45.

These results suggest that the three existing scores predict exploitability with

> 50% false positives. This is compounded by the facts that (1) some scores are not

computed for all vulnerabilities, owing to the manual effort required, which introduces

false negative predictions; (2) the scores do not change, even if new information

becomes available; and (3) not all the scores are available at the time of disclosure,

meaning that the recall observed operationally soon after disclosure will be lower,

as highlighted in the next section.

5.2.2 Early Prediction Opportunities

To assess the opportunities for early prediction, we look at the publication

timing for certain artifacts from the vulnerability lifecycle. In Figure 5.4(a), we

plot, across all vulnerabilities, the earliest point in time after disclosure when the

first write-ups are published, they are added to NVD, their CVSS and technical

analysis are published in NVD, their first PoCs are released and when they are first

mentioned on Twitter. The publication delay distribution for all collected artifacts

is available in Figure 5.1.

Write-ups are the most widely available ones at the time of disclosure, sug-
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Figure 5.4: (a) Number of days after disclosure when vulnerability artifacts are

first published. (b) Difference between the availability of exploits and availability of

other artifacts. The day differences are in logarithmic scale.

gesting that vendors prefer to disclose vulnerabilities through either advisories or

third-party databases. However, many PoCs are also published early: 71% of vulner-

abilities have a PoC on the day of disclosure. In contrast, only 26% of vulnerabilities

in our dataset are added to NVD on the day of disclosure, and surprisingly, only

9% of the CVSS scores are published at disclosure. This result suggests that timely

exploitability assessments require looking beyond NVD, using additional sources of

technical vulnerability information, such as the write-ups and PoCs. This observa-

tion drives our feature engineering from Section 5.3.1.

Figure 5.4(b) highlights the day difference between the dates when the ex-
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Functional Exploits Exploits in the Wild

Tenable X-Force Metasploit Canvas Bugtraq D2 Symantec Contagio Alienvault Bugtraq Skybox Tenable

CWE-79 X X X X X X X X X X X X(0.006)

CWE-94 X X X X X X X X X X X X (1.000)

CWE-89 X X X X X X (1.000) X X X X X X (0.284)

CWE-119 X X X X X X X X X X X X(0.001)

CWE-20 X X X X X X X X (1.000) X X(0.002) X X (1.000)

CWE-22 X X (0.211) X X (1.000) X (1.000) X X (1.000) X (1.000) X (0.852) X (1.000) X (1.000) X (1.000)

Windows X X X X X X (0.012) X X X X X X

Linux X X X X X X (1.000) X X X X X X

Table 5.1: Evidence of feature-dependent label noise. A Xindicates that we can

reject the null hypothesis H0 that evidence of exploits within a source is independent

of the feature. Cells with no p-value are < 0.001.

ploits become available and the availability of the artifacts from public vulnerability

disclosure. For more than 92% of vulnerabilities, write-ups are available before the

exploits become available. We also find that the 62% of PoCs are available before

this date, while 64% of CVSS assessments are added to NVD before. Overall, the

availability of exploits is highly correlated with the emergence of other artifacts,

indicating an opportunity to infer the existence of functional exploits as soon as, or

before, they become available.

5.2.3 Evidence of Feature-dependent Label Noise

Good predictions also require a judicious solution to the label noise challenge

discussed in Section 5.1.1. The time-varying view of exploitability revealed that our
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problem is subject to class-dependent noise. However, because we aggregate evi-

dence about exploits from multiple sources, their individual biases could also affect

our ground truth. To test for such individual biases, we investigate the dependence

between all sources of exploit evidence and various vulnerability characteristics. For

each source and feature pair, we perform a Chi-squared test for independence, aim-

ing to observe whether we can reject the null hypothesis H0 that the presence of an

exploit within the source is independent of the presence of the feature for the vul-

nerabilities. Table 5.1 lists the results for all 12 sources of ground truth, across the

most prevalent vulnerability types and affected products in our dataset. We utilize

the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests [52] and a 0.01 significance level. We ob-

serve that the null hypothesis can be rejected for at least 4 features for each source,

indicating that all the sources for ground truth include biases caused by individ-

ual vulnerability features. These biases could be reflected in the aggregate ground

truth, suggesting that exploit prediction is subject to class- and feature-dependent

label noise.

5.3 Computing Expected Exploitability

In this section we describe the system for computing EE, starting from the

design and implementation of our feature extractor, and presenting the classifier

choice.
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Type Description #

PoC Code

Length # characters, loc, sloc 33

Language Programming language label 11

Keywords count Count for reserved keywords 820

Tokens Unigrams from code 92,485

# nodes # nodes in the AST tree 4

# internal nodes # of internal AST tree nodes 4

# leaf nodes # of leaves of AST tree 4

# identifiers # of distinct identifiers 4

# ext fun # of external functions called 4

# ext fun calls # of calls to external functions 4

# udf # user-defined functions 4

# udf calls # calls to user-defined functions 4

# operators # operators used 4

cyclomatic compl cyclomatic complexity 4

nodes count * # of AST nodes for each node type 316

ctrl nodes count * # of AST nodes for each control statement type 29

literal types count * # of AST nodes for each literal type 6

nodes depth * Stats depth in tree for each AST node type 916

branching factor Stats # of children across AST 12

branching factor ctrl Stats # of children within the Control AST 12

nodes depth ctrl * Stats depth in tree for each Control AST node type 116

operator count * Usage count for each operator 135

# params udf Stats # of parameters for user-defined functions 12

PoC Info

PoC unigrams PoCs text and comments 289,755

Write-ups

Write-up unigrams Write-ups text 488,490

Table 5.2: Description of features used by the EE predictor.
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5.3.1 Feature Engineering

EE uses features extracted from all vulnerability and PoC artifacts in our

datasets, which are summarized in Table 5.2.

PoC Code. Intuitively, one of the leading indicators for the complexity of func-

tional exploits is the complexity of PoCs. This is because if triggering the vulnera-

bility requires a complex PoC, an exploit would also have to be complex. Conversely,

complex PoCs could already implement functionality beneficial towards the develop-

ment of functional exploits. We use this intuition to extract features that reflect the

complexity of PoC code, by means of intermediate representations that can capture

it. We transform the code into Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs), a low-overhead rep-

resentation which encodes structural characteristics of the code. From the ASTs we

extract complexity features such as statistics of the node types, structural features

of the tree, as well as statistics of control statements within the program and the

relationship between them. Additionally, we extract features for the function calls

within the PoCs towards external library functions, which in some cases may be

the means through which the exploit interacts with the vulnerability and thereby

reflect the relationship between the PoC and its vulnerability. Therefore, the library

functions themselves, as well as the patterns in calls to these functions, can reveal

information about the complexity of the vulnerability, which might in turn express

the difficulty of creating a functional exploit. We also extract the cyclomatic com-

plexity from the AST [80], a software engineering metric which encodes the number

of independent code paths in the program. Finally, we encode features of the PoC
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programming language, in the form of statistics over the file size and the distribution

of language reserved keywords.

We also observe that the lexical characteristics of the PoC code provide insights

into the complexity of the PoC. For example, a variable named shellcode in a PoC

might suggest that the exploit is in an advanced stage of development. In order to

capture such characteristics, we extract the code tokens from the entire program,

capturing literals, identifiers and reserved keywords, in a set of binary unigram

features. Such specific information allows us to capture the stylistic characteristics of

the exploit, the names of the library calls used, as well as more latent indicators, such

as artifacts indicating exploit authorship [33], which might provide utility towards

predicting exploitability. Before training the classifier, we filter out lexicon features

that appear in less than 10 training-time PoCs, which helps prevent overfitting.

PoC Info. Because a large fraction of PoCs contain only textual descriptors for

triggering the vulnerabilities without actual code, we also extract features that aim

to encode the technical information conveyed by the authors in the non-code PoCs,

as well as comments in code PoCs. We encode these features as binary unigrams.

Unigrams provide a clear baseline for the performance achievable using NLP. Nev-

ertheless, in Section 5.5, we investigate the performance of EE with embeddings,

showing that there are additional challenges in designing semantic NLP features for

exploit prediction, which we leave for future work.

Vulnerability Info and Write-ups. To capture the technical information shared

through natural language in artifacts, we extract unigram features from all the
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Figure 5.5: Diagram of the EE feature extraction system.

write-ups discussing each vulnerability and the NVD descriptions of the vulnerabil-

ity. Finally, we extract the structured data within NVD that encodes vulnerability

characteristics which we also used for the exploit detector from social media de-

scribed in Section 4.3.1.

In-the-Wild Predictors. To compare the effectiveness of various feature sets,

we also use the two categories proposed for predicting exploitation in the wild and

discussed in Section 4.3.1. The 53 handcrafted features from the Exploit Prediction

Scoring System (EPSS) [75] as well as all the Social Media features proposed by our

work. None of the two categories will be used in the final EE model because of their

limited predictive utility.

5.3.2 Feature Extraction System

Below we describe the components of our feature extraction system, illustrated

in Figure 5.5, and discuss how we address the challenges identified in Section 5.1.1.

Code/Text Separation. Only 64% of the PoCs in our dataset contain any file
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extension that would allow us to identify the programming language. Moreover, 5%

of them have conflicting information from different sources, and we observe that

many PoCs are first posted online as freeform text without explicit language infor-

mation. Therefore, a central challenge is to accurately identify their programming

languages and whether they contain any code. We use GitHub Linguist [61], to

extract the most likely programming languages used in each PoC. Linguist com-

bines heuristics with a Bayesian classifier to identify the most prevalent language

within a file. Nevertheless, the model obtains an accuracy of 0.2 on classifying the

PoCs, due to the prevalence of natural language text in PoCs. After modifying the

heuristics and retraining the classifier on 42,195 PoCs from ExploitDB that contain

file extensions, we boost the accuracy to 0.95. The main cause of errors is text files

with code file extensions, yet these errors have limited impact because of the NLP

features extracted from files.

Table 5.3 lists the number of PoCs in our dataset for each identified language

label (the None label represents the cases which our classifier could not identify

any language, including less prevalent programming languages not in our label set).

We observe that 58% of PoCs are identified as text, while the remaining ones are

written in a variety of programming languages. Based on this separation, we develop

regular expressions to extract the comments from all code files. After separating

the comments, we process them along with the text files using NLP, to obtain PoC

Info features, while the PoC Code features are obtained using NLP and program

analysis.
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Language # PoCs # CVEs (% exploited)

Text 27743 14325 (47%)

Ruby 4848 1988 (92%)

C 4512 2034 (30%)

Perl 3110 1827 (54%)

Python 2590 1476 (49%)

JavaScript 1806 1056 (59%)

PHP 1040 708 (55%)

HTML 1031 686 (56%)

Shell 619 304 (29%)

VisualBasic 397 215 (41%)

None 367 325 (43%)

C++ 314 196 (34%)

Java 119 59 (32%)

Table 5.3: Breakdown of the PoCs in our dataset according to programming lan-

guage.

Code Features. Performing program analysis on the PoCs poses a challenge be-

cause many of them do not have a valid syntax or have missing dependencies that

hinders compilation or interpretation [6, 94]. We are not aware of any unified and

robust solution to simultaneously obtain ASTs from code written in different lan-

guages. We address this challenge by employing heuristics to correct malformed

PoCs and parsing them into intermediate representations using techniques that pro-

vide robustness to errors.

Based on Table 5.3, we observe that some languages are likely to have a more

significant impact on the prediction performance, based on prevalence and frequency

of functional exploits among the targeted vulnerabilities. Given this observation,

we focus our implementation on Ruby, C/C++, Perl and Python. Note that this
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choice does not impact the extraction of lexical features from code PoCs written in

other languages.

For C/C++ we use the Joern fuzzy parser for program analysis, previously

proposed for bug discovery [160]. The tool provides robustness to parsing errors

through the use of island grammars and allows us to successfully parse 98% of the

files.

On Perl, by modifying the existing Compiler::Parser [91] tool to improve its

robustness, and employing heuristics to correct malformed PoC files, we improve

the parsing success rate from 37% to 83%.

For Python, we implement a feature extractor based on the ast parsing library

[115], achieving a success rate of 67%. We observe that this lower parsing success

rate is due to the reliance of the language on strict indentation, which is often

distorted or completely lost when code gets distributed through Webpages.

Ruby provides an interesting case study because, despite being the most preva-

lent language among PoCs, it is also the most indicative of exploitation. We observe

that this is because our dataset contains functional exploits from the Metasploit

framework, which are written in Ruby. We extract AST features for the language

using the Ripper library [122]. Our implementation is able to successfully parse 96%

of the files.

Overall, we successfully parse 13,704 PoCs associated with 78% of the CVEs

that have PoCs with code. Each vulnerability aggregates only the code complexity

features of the most complex PoC (in source lines of code) across each of the four

languages, while the remaining code features are collected from all PoCs available.
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Unigram Features. We extract the textual features using a standard NLP pipeline

which involves tokenizing the text from the PoCs or vulnerability reports, removing

non-alphanumeric characters, filtering out English stopwords and representing them

as unigrams. For each vulnerability, the PoC unigrams are aggregated across all

PoCs, and separately across all write-ups collected within the observation period.

When training a classifier, we discard unigrams which occur less than 100 times

across the training set, because they are unlikely to generalize over time and we did

not observe any noticeable performance boost when including them.

5.3.3 Exploit Predictor Design

The predictor concatenates all the extracted features, and uses the ground

truth about exploit evidence, to train a classifier which outputs the EE score. The

classifier uses a feedforward neural network having 2 hidden layers of size 500 and 100

respectively, with ReLU activation functions. This choice was dictated by two main

characteristics of our domain: feature dimensionality and concept drift. First, as

we have many potentially useful features, but with limited coverage, linear models,

such as SVM, which tend to emphasize few important features [90], would perform

worse. Second, deep learning models are believed to be more robust to concept

drift and the shifting utility of features [112], which is a prevalent issue in exploit

prediction tasks, as highlighted by our analysis in Section 4.4.2. The architecture

was chosen empirically by measuring performance for various settings.

Classifier training. To address the second challenge identified in Section 5.1.1,
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we incorporate noise robustness in our system by exploring several loss functions for

the classifier. Our design choices are driven by two main requirements: (i) providing

robustness to both class- and feature- dependent noise, and (ii) providing minimal

performance degradation when noise specification is not available.

BCE: The binary cross-entropy is the standard, noise-agnostic loss for training

binary classifiers. For a set of N examples xi with labels yi ∈ {0, 1}, the loss is

computed as:

LBCE = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

[yilog(pθ(xi)) + (1− yi)log(1− pθ(xi))]

where pθ(xi) corresponds to the output probability predicted by our classifier. BCE

does not explicitly address requirement (i) but it can be used to benchmark noise-

aware losses that aim to address (ii).

LR: The Label Regularization, initially proposed as a semi-supervised loss to

learn from unlabeled data [89], has been shown to address class-dependent label

noise in malware classification [46] using a logistic regression classifier.

LLR = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

[yilog(pθ(xi))]− λKL(p̃||p̂θ)

The loss function complements the log-likelihood loss over the positive examples

with a label regularizer, which is the KL divergence between a noise prior p̃ and the

classifier’s output distribution over the negative examples p̂θ:

p̂θ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[(1− yi)log(1− pθ(xi))]

Intuitively, the label regularizer aims to push the classifier predictions on the noisy

class towards the expected noise prior p̃, while the λ hyper-parameter controls the

regularization strength. We use this loss to observe the extent to which existing noise
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correction approaches for related security tasks apply to our problem. However, this

function was not designed to address (ii) and, as our results will reveal, yields poor

performance in our problem.

FC: The Forward Correction loss has been shown to significantly improve

robustness to class-dependent label noise in various computer vision tasks [109].

The loss requires a pre-defined noise transition matrix T ∈ [0, 1]2x2, where each

element represents the probability of observing a noisy label ỹj for a true label yi:

Tij = p(ỹj|yi). For an instance xi, the log-likelihood is then defined as

lc(xi) = −log(T0c(1− pθ(xi)) + T1cpθ(xi))

for each class c ∈ {0, 1}. In our case, because we assume that the probability

of falsely labeling non-exploited vulnerabilities as exploited is negligible, the noise

matrix can be defined as:

T =

1 0

p̃ 1− p̃


and the loss reduces to:

LFC = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

[yilog((1− p̃)pθ(xi)) + (1− yi)log(1− (1− p̃)pθ(xi))]

Figure 5.6 plots the value of the loss function on a single example, for both

classes and across the range of priors p̃. On the negative class, the loss reduces the

penalty for confident positive predictions, allowing the classifier to output a higher

score for predictions which might have noisy labels. This prevents the classifier from

fitting of instances with potentially noisy labels. FC partially addresses requirement

(i), being explicitly designed only for class-dependent noise. However, unlike LR, it

naturally addresses (ii) because it is equivalent to BCE if p̃ = 0.
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Figure 5.6: Value of the FC loss function of the output pθ(xi), for different levels of

prior p̃, when y = 0 (a) and y = 1 (b)

FFC: To fully address (i), we modify FC to account for feature-dependent

noise, a loss function we denote Feature Forward Correction (FFC). We observe

that for exploit prediction, feature-dependent noise occurs within the same label

flipping template as class-dependent noise. We use this observation to expand the

noise transition matrix with instance specific priors: Tij(x) = p(ỹj|x, yi). In this

case the transition matrix becomes:

T (x, y) =

 1 0

p̃(x, y) 1− p̃(x, y)


Assuming that we only possess priors for instances that have certain feature sf , the
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instance prior can be encoded as a lookup-table:

p̃(x, y) =


p̃f if y = 0 and x has f

0 otherwise

.

While feature-dependent noise might cause the classifier to learn a spurious cor-

relation between certain features and the wrong negative label, this formulation

mitigates the issue by reducing the loss only on the instances that possess these

features. In Section 5.4 we show that feature-specific prior estimates are achievable

from a small set of instances, and we use this observation to compare the utility of

class- and feature-specific noise priors in addressing label noise. When training the

classifier, we discovered optimal performance when using an ADAM optimizer for

20 epochs and a batch size of 128, using a learning rate of 5e-6.

Classifier deployment. We evaluate the historic performance in a similar way to

the Twitter-based predictor, as described in Section 4.3.3. We retrain the classifier

every six months, measuring the performance on all vulnerabilities disclosed between

January 2010, when 65% of our dataset was available for training, and March 2020.

5.4 Feature-dependent Noise Remediation

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of our classifier at addressing

label noise. To observe the potential effect of feature-dependent label noise on our

classifier, we simulate a worst-case scenario in which our training-time ground truth

is missing all the exploits for certain features. The simulation involves training the

classifier on dataset DS2, on a ground truth where all the vulnerabilities with a
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Feature % Noise (p̃) Actual p̃f Estimated p̃f # Instances for estimation

CWE-79 14% 0.93 0.90 29

CWE-94 7% 0.36 0.20 5

CWE-89 20% 0.95 0.95 22

CWE-119 14% 0.44 0.57 51

CWE-20 6% 0.39 0.58 26

CWE-22 8% 0.39 0.80 15

Windows 8% 0.35 0.87 15

Linux 5% 0.32 0.50 4

Table 5.4: Noise simulation setup. We report the % of negative instances that are

noisy, the actual and estimated noise prior, and the # of instances used to estimate

the prior.

specific feature f are considered not exploited. At testing time, we evaluate the

classifier on the original ground truth labels. Table 5.4 describes the setup for our

experiments. We investigate 8 vulnerability features, part of the Vulnerability Info

category, that we analyzed in Section 5.2: the six most prevalent vulnerability types,

reflected through the CWE-IDs, as well as the two most popular products: linux

and windows. Mislabeling instances with these features results in a wide range of

noise: between 5-20% of negative labels become noisy during training.

All techniques require priors about the probability of noise. The LR and FC

approaches require a prior p̃ over the entire negative class. To evaluate an upper

bound of their capabilities, we assume perfect prior and set p̃ to match the fraction

of training-time instances that are mislabeled. The FFC approach assumes knowl-
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BCE LR FC FFC

Feature P AUC P AUC P AUC P AUC

CWE-79 0.58 0.80 0.67 0.79 0.58 0.81 0.75 0.87

CWE-94 0.81 0.89 0.71 0.81 0.81 0.89 0.82 0.89

CWE-89 0.61 0.82 0.57 0.74 0.61 0.82 0.81 0.89

CWE-119 0.78 0.88 0.75 0.83 0.78 0.87 0.81 0.89

CWE-20 0.81 0.89 0.72 0.82 0.80 0.88 0.82 0.90

CWE-22 0.81 0.89 0.69 0.80 0.81 0.89 0.83 0.90

Windows 0.80 0.88 0.71 0.81 0.80 0.88 0.83 0.90

Linux 0.81 0.89 0.71 0.81 0.81 0.89 0.82 0.90

Table 5.5: Noise simulation results. We report the precision at a 0.8 recall (P) and

the precision-recall AUC. The pristine BCE classifier performance is 0.83 and 0.90

respectively.

edge of the noisy feature f . This assumption is realistic, as it is often possible to

enumerate the features that are most likely noisy (e.g., in our prior work we iden-

tified linux as a noise-inducing feature due to the fact that the vendor collecting

exploit evidence does not have a product for the platform [123]). Besides, FFC re-

quires estimates of the feature-specific priors p̃f . We assume an operational scenario

where p̃f is estimated once, by manually labeling a subset of instances collected after

training. We use the vulnerabilities disclosed in the first 6 months after training for

estimating p̃f and require that these vulnerabilities are correctly labeled. Table 5.4

shows the actual and the estimated priors p̃f , as well as the number of instances

used for the estimation. We observe that the number of instances required for esti-

mation is small, ranging from 5 to 51 across all features f , which demonstrates that

setting feature-based priors is feasible in practice. Nevertheless, we observe that the
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estimated priors are not always accurate approximations of the actual ones, which

might negatively impact FFC’s ability to address the effect of noise.

In Table 5.5 we list the results of our experiment. For each classifier, we

report the precision achievable at a recall of 0.8, as well as the precision-recall AUC.

Our first observation is that the performance of the vanilla BCE classifier is not

equally affected by noise across different features. Interestingly, we observe that

the performance drop does not appear to be linearly dependent on the amount of

noise: both CWE-79 and CWE-119 result in 14% of the instances being poisoned, yet

only the former inflicts a substantial performance drop on the classifier. Overall, we

observe that the majority of the features do not result in significant performance

drops, suggesting that BCE offers a certain amount of built-in robustness to feature-

dependent noise, possibly due to redundancies in the feature space which cancel out

the effect of the noise.

For LR, after performing a grid search for the optimal λ parameter which we

set to 1, we were unable to match the BCE performance on the pristine classifier.

Indeed, we observe that the loss is unable to correct the effect of noise on any of the

features, suggesting that it is not a suitable choice for our classifier as it does not

address any of the two requirements of our classifier.

On features where BCE is not substantially affected by noise, we observe that

FC performs similarly well. However, on CWE-79 and CWE-89, the two features

which inflict the most performance drop, FC is not able to correct the noise even

with perfect priors, highlighting the inability of the existing technique to capture

feature-dependent noise. In contrast, we observe that FFC provides a significant
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performance improvement. Even for the feature inducing the most degradation,

CWE-79, the FFC AUC is restored within 0.03 points of the pristine classifier, al-

though suffering a slight precision drop. On most features, FCC approaches the

performance of the pristine classifier, in spite of being based on inaccurate prior

estimates.

Our result highlights the overall benefits of identifying potential sources of

feature-dependent noise, as well as the need for noise correction techniques tailored

to our problem. In the next section we will use the FFC with p̃f = 0 (which is

equivalent to BCE), in order to observe how the classifier performs in absence of

any noise priors.

5.5 Effectiveness of Exploitability Prediction

Next, we evaluate our approach of predicting expected exploitability by testing

EE on real-world vulnerabilities and answering the following questions, which are

designed to address the third challenge identified in Section 5.1.1:

• How well does EE perform compared to baselines?

• How well do various artifacts predict exploitability?

• How does EE performance evolve over time?

• Can EE anticipate imminent exploits?

• Does EE have practicality for vulnerability prioritization?
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Figure 5.7: Performance, evaluated 30 days after disclosure, of (a) EE compared to

baselines, (b) individual feature categories. We report the Area under the Curve

(AUC) and list the corresponding TPR/FPR curves in Figure 5.8.

First, we evaluate the effectiveness of our system compared to the three static

metrics described in Section 2.2.4, as well as two state-of-the-art classifiers. These

two predictors, EPSS [75], and the Social Media Classifier (SMC) proposed in Chap-

ter 4, were proposed for exploits in the wild and we re-implement and re-train them

for our task. EPSS trains an ElasticNet regression model on the set of 53 hand-

crafted features extracted from vulnerability descriptors. SMC combines the Social

Media features with vulnerability information features from NVD to learn a linear

SVM classifier. For both baselines, we perform hyper-parameter tunning and re-

port the highest performance across all experiments, obtained using λ = 0.001 for
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Figure 5.8: ROC curves for the corresponding precision-recall curves in Figure 5.7.

EPSS and C = 0.0001 for SMC. SMC is trained starting from 2015, as our tweets

collection does not begin earlier.

In Figure 5.7a we plot the precision-recall trade-off of the classifiers trained

on dataset DS1, evaluated 30 days after the disclosure of test-time instances. We

observe that none of the static exploitability metrics exceed 0.5 precision, while

EE significantly outperforms all the baselines. The performance gap is especially

apparent for the 60% of exploited vulnerabilities, where EE achieves 86% precision,

whereas the SMC, the second-best performing classifier, obtains only 49%. We also

observe that for around 10% of vulnerabilities, the artifacts available within 30 days

have limited predictive utility, which affects the performance of these classifiers.

EE uses the most informative features. To understand why EE is able to out-
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perform these baselines, in Figure 5.7b we plot the performance of EE trained and

evaluated on individual categories of features (i.e. only considering instances which

have artifacts within these categories). We observe that the handcrafted features

are the worst performing category, perhaps due to the fact that the 53 features are

not sufficient to capture the large diversity of vulnerabilities in our dataset. These

features encode the existence of public PoCs, which is often used by practitioners

as a heuristic rule for determining which vulnerabilities must be patched urgently.

Our results suggest that this heuristic provides a weak signal for the emergence

of functional exploits, in line with prior work predicting exploits [6, 75, 138], which

concluded that PoCs ”are not a reliable source of information for exploits in the

wild” [6]. Nevertheless, we can achieve a much higher precision at predicting ex-

ploitability by extracting deeper features from the PoCs. The PoC Code features

provide a 0.93 precision for half of the exploited vulnerabilities, outperforming all

other categories. This suggests that code complexity can be a good indicator for

the likelihood of functional exploits, although not on all instances, as indicated by

the sharp drop in precision beyond the 0.5 recall. A major reason for this drop is

the existence of post-exploit mitigation techniques: even if a PoC is complex and

contains advanced functionality, defenses might impede successful exploitation be-

yond denial of service. This highlights how our feature extractor is able to represent

PoC descriptions and code characteristics which reflect exploitation efforts. Both

the PoC and Write-up features, which EE capitalizes on, perform significantly better

than other categories.

Surprisingly, we observe that Social Media features, are not as useful for pre-
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Figure 5.9: Performance of EE compared to constituent subsets of features. (a)

Precision-Recall curve;(b) ROC curve.

dicting functional exploits as they are for exploits in the wild, a finding reinforced

by the results of the experiments conducted below, which show that they do not

improve upon other categories. This is because tweets tend to only summarize and

repeat information from write-ups, and often do not contain sufficient technical in-

formation to predict exploit development. Besides, they often incur an additional

publication delay over the original write-ups they quote. Overall, our evaluation

highlights a qualitative distinction between our problem and that of predicting ex-

ploits in the wild.

EE improves when combining artifacts. Next, we look at the interaction among

features on dataset DS2. In Figure 5.9 we compare the performance of EE trained

on all feature sets, with that trained on PoCs and vulnerability features alone.
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We observe that PoC features outperform these from vulnerabilities, while their

combination results in a significant performance improvement. The result highlights

the two categories complement each other and confirm that PoC features provide

additional utility for predicting exploitability. On the other hand, as described

below, we observe no added benefit when incorporating Social Media features into

EE. We therefore exclude them from our final EE feature set.

EE performance improves over time. In order to evaluate the benefits of time-

varying exploitability, the precision-recall curves are not sufficient, because they only

capture a snapshot of the scores in time. In practice, the EE score would be compared

to that of other vulnerabilities disclosed within a short time, based on their most

recent scores. Therefore, we introduce a metric P to compute the performance of

EE in terms of the expected probability of error over time.

For a given vulnerability i, its score EEi(z) computed on date z and its label
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Di (Di = 1 if i is exploited and 0 otherwise), the error PEE(z, i, S) with respect to

a set of vulnerabilities S is computed as:

PEE(z, i, S) =


||{Dj=0∧EEj(z)≥EEi(z)|j∈S}||

||S|| if Di = 1

||{Dj=1∧EEj(z)≤EEi(z)|j∈S}||
||S|| if Di = 0

If i is exploited, the metric reflects the number of vulnerabilities in S which are not

exploited but are scored higher than i on date z. Conversely, if i is not exploited, P

computes the fraction of exploited vulnerabilities in S which are scored lower than

it. The metric captures the amount of effort spent prioritizing vulnerabilities with

no known exploits. For both cases, a perfect score would be 0.0.

For each vulnerability, we set S to include all other vulnerabilities disclosed

within t days after its disclosure. Figure 5.10 plots the mean P over the entire

dataset, when varying t between 0 and 30, for both exploited and non-exploited

vulnerabilities. We observe that on the day of disclosure, EE already provides a

high performance for exploited vulnerabilities: on average, only 10% of the non-

exploited vulnerabilities disclosed on the same day will be scored higher than an

exploited one. However, the score tends to overestimate the exploitability of non-

exploited vulnerabilities, resulting in many false positives. This is in line with

the observations from Section 4.4.1 that static exploitability estimates available at

disclosure have low precision [123]. By following the two curves along the X-axis,

we observe the benefits of time-varying features. Over time, the errors made on

non-exploited vulnerabilities decrease substantially: while such a vulnerability is

expected to be ranked above 44% exploited ones on the day of disclosure, it will
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Figure 5.11: Performance of EE evaluated at different points in time. (a) Precision-

Recall curve;(b) ROC curve.

be placed above 14% such vulnerabilities 10 days later. The plot also shows that

this sharp performance boost for the non-exploited vulnerabilities incurs a smaller

increase in error rates for the exploited class. We do not observe great performance

improvements after 10 days from disclosure. Overall, we observe that time-varying

exploitability contributes to a substantial decrease in the number of false positives,

therefore improving the precision our estimates.

EE performance improves over time. To observe the precision-recall trade-

offs at various points in time, in Figure 5.11 we plot the performance when EE is

computed at disclosure, then 10, 30 and 365 days later. We observe that the highest

performance boost happens within the first 10 days after disclosure, where the AUC
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Figure 5.12: Performance of the classifier when adding Social Media features. (a)

Precision-Recall curve;(b) ROC curve.

increases from 0.87 to 0.89. Overall, we observe that the performance gains are not

as large later on: the AUC at 30 days being within 0.02 points of that at 365 days.

This suggests that the artifacts published within the first days after disclosure have

the highest predictive utility, and that the predictions made by EE close to disclosure

can be trusted to deliver a high performance.

Social Media features do not improve EE. In Figure 5.12 we investigate the

effect of adding Social Media features on EE. The results evaluate the classifier

trained on DS2, over the time period spanning our tweets collection. We observe that,

unlike the addition of PoC features to these extracted from vulnerability artifacts,

these features do not improve the performance of the classifier. This is because
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Figure 5.13: Performance of the classifier when considering additional NLP features.

(a) Precision-Recall curve;(b) ROC curve.

tweets generally replicate and summarize the information already contained in the

technical write-ups that they link to. Because these features convey little extra

technical information beyond other artifacts, potentially also incurring an additional

publication delay, we do not incorporate these features in the final feature set of EE.

Effect of higher-level NLP features on EE. We investigate two alternative rep-

resentations for natural language features: TF-IDF and paragraph embeddings.

TF-IDF is a common data mining metric used to encode the importance of indi-

vidual terms within a document, by means of their frequency within a document,

scaled by their inverse prevalence across the dataset. Paragraph embeddings, which

were also used by DarkEmbed [138] to represent vulnerability-related posts from
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underground forums, encode the word features into a fixed-size vector space. In line

with prior work, we use the Doc2Vec model [83] to learn the embeddings on the

document from the training set. We use separate models on the NVD descriptions,

Write-ups, PoC Info and the comments from the PoC Code artifacts. We perform

grid search for the hyper-parameters of the model and report the performance of

the best-performing models. The 200-dimensional vectors are obtained from the dis-

tributed bag of words (D-BOW) algorithm trained over 50 epochs, using a windows

size of 4, a sampling threshold of 0.001, using the sum of the context words, and a

frequency threshold of 2.

In Figure 5.13 we compare the effect of the alternative NLP features on EE.

First, we observe that TF-IDF does not improve the performance over unigrams.

This suggests that our classifier does not require term frequency to learn the vul-

nerability characteristics reflected through artifacts, which seems to even hurt per-

formance slightly. This can be explained intuitively, as different artifacts frequently

reuse the same jargon for the same vulnerability, but the number of distinct arti-

facts is not necessarily correlated with exploitability. However, the TF-IDF classifier

might over-emphasize the numerical value of these features, rather than learning

their presence.

Surprisingly, the embedding features result in a significant performance drop,

in spite of our hyper-parameter tuning attempts. We observe that the various nat-

ural language artifacts in our corpus are long and verbose, resulting in a large

number of tokens that need to be aggregated into a single embedding vector. Due

to this aggregation and feature compression, the distinguishing words which indicate
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of EE score changes, at the time of disclosure and on

all events within 30 days after disclosure.

exploitability might not remain sufficiently expressive within the final embedding

vector that our classifier uses as inputs. While our results do not align with the

DarkEmbed work finding that paragraph embeddings outperform simpler features,

we note that DarkEmbed is primarily using posts from underground forums, which

the authors report are shorter than public write-ups. Overall, our result reveals

that creating higher level, semantic, NLP features for exploit prediction is a chal-

lenging problem, and requires solutions beyond using off-the-shelf tools. We leave

this problem to future work.

EE is stable over time. In order to observe how EE is influenced by the publication

of various artifacts, we look at the changes in the score of the classifier. Figure 5.14

plots, for the entire test set, the distribution of score changes in two cases: at the

time of disclosure compared to an instance with no features, and from the second
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Figure 5.15: Performance of our classifier when a fraction of the PoCs is missing.

(a) Precision-Recall curve;(b) ROC curve.

to the 30th day after disclosure, on days where there were artifacts published for an

instance. We observe that at the time of disclosure, the classifier changes drastically,

shifting the instance towards either 0.0 or 1.0, while the large magnitude of the

shifts indicate a high confidence. However, we observe that artifacts published on

subsequent days have a much different effect. In 79% of cases, published artifacts

have almost no effect on changing the classification score, while the remaining 21%

of events are the primary drivers of score changes. The two observations allow us to

conclude that artifacts published at the time of disclosure contain some of the most

informative features, and that EE is stable over time, its evolution being determined

by few consequential artifacts.
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PCV SS PEPSS PEE(δ) PEE(δ + 10) PEE(δ + 30) PEE(2020-12-07)

Mean 0.51 0.36 0.31 0.25 0.22 0.04

Std 0.24 0.28 0.33 0.25 0.27 0.11

Median 0.35 0.40 0.22 0.12 0.10 0.00

Table 5.6: Performance of EE and baselines at prioritizing critical vulnerabilities.

P captures the fraction of recent non-exploited vulnerabilities scored higher than

critical ones.

EE is robust to missing exploits. In order to observe how EE performs when

some of the PoCs are missing, we simulate a scenario in which a varying fraction of

them are not seen at test-time for vulnerabilities in DS1. The results are plotted in

Figure 5.15, and highlight that, even if a significant fraction of PoCs is missing, our

classifier is able to utilize the other types of artifacts to maintain a high performance.

5.6 Case Studies

In this section we investigate the practical utility of EE through two case

studies.

5.6.1 Prioritizing Critical Vulnerabilities

To understand how well EE distinguishes important vulnerabilities, we mea-

sure its performance on a list of recent ones flagged for prioritized remediation by

FireEye [57]. The list was published on December 8, 2020, after the correspond-

ing functional exploits were stolen [58]. Our dataset contains 15 of the 16 critical
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vulnerabilities.

We measure how well our classifier prioritizes these vulnerabilities compared

to static baselines, using the P metric defined in Section 5.5, which computes the

fraction of non-exploited vulnerabilities from a set S that are scored higher than

the critical ones. For each of the 15 vulnerabilities, we set S to contain all others

disclosed within 30 days from it, which represent the most frequent alternatives for

prioritization decisions. Table 5.6 compares the statistics for the baselines, and for

PEE computed on the date critical vulnerabilities were disclosed δ, 10 and 30 days

later, as well as one day before the prioritization recommendation was published.

CVSS scores are published a median of 18 days after disclosure, and we observe

that EE already outperforms static baselines based only on the features available at

disclosure, while time-varying features improve performance significantly. Overall,

one day before the prioritization recommendation is issued, our classifier scores the

critical vulnerabilities below only 4% of these with no known exploit. Table 5.7 shows

the performance statistics of our classifier when |S| contains only vulnerabilities

published within 30 days of the critical ones and that affect the same products

as the critical ones. The result further highlights the utility of EE, as its ranking

outperforms baselines and prioritizes the most critical vulnerabilities for a particular

product.

Table 5.8 lists the 15 out of 16 critical vulnerabilities in our dataset flagged

by FireEye. The table lists the estimated disclosure date, the number of days af-

ter disclosure when CVSS was published, and when exploitation evidence emerged.

Table 5.9 contains the per-vulnerability performance of our classifier for all 15 vul-
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PCV SS PEPSS PEE(δ) PEE(δ + 10) PEE(δ + 30) PEE(2020-12-07)

Mean 0.51 0.42 0.34 0.34 0.23 0.11

Std 0.39 0.32 0.40 0.40 0.30 0.26

Median 0.43 0.35 0.00 0.04 0.14 0.00

Table 5.7: Performance of EE and baselines at prioritizing critical vulnerabilities.

P captures the fraction of recent non-exploited vulnerabilities scored higher than

critical ones and that target the same product.

nerabilities when |S| contains vulnerabilities published within 30 days of the critical

ones. Below, we manually analyze some of the 15 vulnerabilities in more details by

combining EE and P .

CVE-2019-0604: Table 5.9 shows the performance of our classifier on CVE-

2019-0604, which improves when more information becomes publicly available. At

the disclosure time, there is only one available write-up which yields a low EE because

it contains little descriptive features. 23 days later, when NVD descriptions become

available, EE decreases even further. However, two technical write-ups on days 87

and 352 result in sharp increases of EE, from 0.03 to 0.22 and to 0.78 respectively.

This is because they contain detailed technical analyses of the vulnerability, which

our classifier interprets as an increased exploitation likelihood.

CVE-2019-8394: P fluctuates between 0.82 and 0.24 on CVE-2019-8394.

At disclosure time, this vulnerability gathers only one write-up, and our classifier

outputs a low EE. From disclosure time to day 10, there are two small changes in

EE, but at day 10, when NVD information is available, there is a sharp decrease on

EE from 0.12 to 0.04. From day 10 to day 365, EE does not change anymore due
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to no more information added. The decrease of EE at day 10 explains the sharp

jump between PEE(0) and PEE(10) but not the fluctuations after PEE(10). This is

caused by the EE of other vulnerabilities disclosed around the same period, which

our classifier ranks higher than CVE-2019-8394.

CVE-2020-10189 and CVE-2019-0708: These two vulnerabilities receive

high EE throughout the entire observation period, due to detailed technical informa-

tion available at disclosure, which allows our classifier to make confident predictions.

CVE-2019-0708 gathers 35 write-ups in total, and 4 of them are available at dis-

closure. Though CVE-2020-10189 only gathers 4 write-ups in total, 3 of them are

available within 1 day of disclosure and contained informative features. These two

examples show that our classifier benefits from an abundance of informative fea-

tures published early on, and this information contribute to confident predictions

that remain stable over time.

Our results indicate that EE is a valuable input to patching prioritization

frameworks, because it outperforms existing metrics and improves over time.

5.6.2 Emergency Response

Next, we investigate how well our classifier can predict exploits published

shortly after disclosure. To this end, we look at the 924 vulnerabilities in DS3 for

which we obtained exploit publication estimates.

To test whether the vulnerabilities in DS3 are a representative sample of all

other exploits, we perform a two-sample test, under the null hypothesis that vulner-
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CVE-ID Disclosure CVSS Delay Exploit Delay

2019-11510 2019-04-24 15 125

2018-13379 2019-03-24 73 146

2018-15961 2018-09-11 66 93

2019-0604 2019-02-12 23 86

2019-0708 2019-05-14 2 8

2019-11580 2019-05-06 28 ?

2019-19781 2019-12-13 18 29

2020-10189 2020-03-05 1 5

2014-1812 2014-05-13 1 1

2019-3398 2019-03-31 22 19

2020-0688 2020-02-11 2 16

2016-0167 2016-04-12 2 ?

2017-11774 2017-10-10 24 ?

2018-8581 2018-11-13 34 ?

2019-8394 2019-02-12 10 412

Table 5.8: List of exploited CVE-IDs in our dataset recently flagged for prioritized

remediation. Vulnerabilities where exploit dates are unknown are marked with ’?’.

abilities in DS3 and exploited vulnerabilities in DS2 which are not in DS3 are drawn

from the same distribution. Because instances are multivariate and our classifier

learns feature representations for these vulnerabilities, we use a technique designed

for this scenario, called Classifier Two-Sample Tests(C2ST) [88]. C2ST repeatedly

trains classifiers to distinguish between instances in the two samples and, using a

Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test, compares the probabilities assigned to instances from

the two, in order to determine whether any statistically significant difference can be

established between them. We apply C2ST on the features learned by our classifier
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CVE-ID PCV SS PEPSS PEE(0) PEE(10) PEE(30) PEE(2020-12-07)

2014-1812 0.81 0.48 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.03

2016-0167 0.97 0.15 0.79 0.50 0.13 0.04

2017-11774 0.61 0.12 0.99 0.13 0.23 0.08

2018-13379 0.28 0.42 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.00

2018-15961 0.25 0.55 0.39 0.46 0.41 0.00

2018-8581 0.64 0.30 0.42 0.29 0.26 0.01

2019-0604 0.34 0.54 0.73 0.62 0.80 0.01

2019-0708 0.30 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2019-11510 0.34 0.85 0.45 0.41 0.61 0.00

2019-11580 0.32 0.89 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.02

2019-19781 0.36 0.01 0.09 0.13 0.00 0.00

2019-3398 0.82 0.40 0.67 0.30 0.10 0.00

2019-8394 0.69 0.07 0.22 0.82 0.76 0.48

2020-0688 0.77 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2020-10189 0.24 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 5.9: The performance of baselines and EE at prioritizing critical vulnerabilities.

(the last hidden layer which contains 100 dimensions) and we are unable to reject

the null hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the same distribution, at

p=0.01. Based on this result, we conclude that DS3 is a representative sample of

all other exploits in our dataset. This means that, when considering the features

evaluated in our work, we find no evidence of biases in DS3.

We measure the performance of EE at predicting vulnerabilities exploited

within t days from disclosure. For a given vulnerability i and EEi(z) computed on

date z, we can compute the time-varying sensitivity Se = P (EEi(z) > c|Di(t) = 1)

and specificity Sp = P (EEi(z) ≤ c|Di(t) = 0) [69], where Di(t) indicates whether

the vulnerability was already exploited by time t. By varying the detection thresh-
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Figure 5.16: Time-varying AUC when distinguishing exploits published within t days

from disclosure (a) for EE and baselines, (b) simulating earlier exploit availability.

old c, we obtain the time-varying AUC of the classifier which reflects how well the

classifier separates exploits happening within t days from these happening later. In

Figure 5.16a we plot the AUC for our classifier evaluated on the day of disclosure δ,

as well as 10 and 20 days later, for the exploits published within 30 days. While the

CVSS Exploitability remains below 0.5, EE(δ) constantly achieves an AUC above

0.68.This suggests that the classifiers implicitly learns to assign higher scores to vul-

nerabilities that are exploited sooner than to these exploited later. For EE(δ + 10)

and EE(δ+20), in addition to similar trends over time, we also observe the benefits

of additional features collected in the days after disclosure, which shift the overall

prediction performance upward.
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We further consider the possibility that the timestamps in DS3 may be affected

by label noise. We evaluate the potential impact of this noise with an approach

similar to the one in Section 5.4. We simulate scenarios where we assume that

a percentage of PoCs are already functional, which means that their later exploit

availability dates in DS3 are incorrect. For those vulnerabilities, we update the

exploit availability date to reflect the publication date of these PoCs. This provides

a conservative estimate, because the mislabeled PoCs could be in an advanced stage

of development, but not yet fully functional, and the exploit-availability dates could

also be set too early. We simulate percentages of late timestamps ranging from 10–

90%. Figure 5.16b plots the performance of EE(δ) in this scenario, averaged over

5 repetitions. We observe that even if 70% of PoCs are considered functional, the

classifier outperforms the baselines and maintains an AUC above 0.58, Interestingly,

performance drops after disclosure and is affected the most on predicting exploits

published within 12 days. Therefore, the classifier based on disclosure-time artifacts

learns features of easily exploitable vulnerabilities, which get published immediately,

but does not fully capture the risk of functional PoC that are published early. We

mitigate this effect by updating EE with new artifacts daily, after disclosure. Overall,

the result suggests that EE may be useful in emergency response scenarios, where

it is critical to urgently patch the vulnerabilities that are about to receive functional

exploits.
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Chapter 6: Security of Data-Driven Systems

In this chapter we investigate the security properties of systems based on

data-driven inference techniques. In a practical deployment scenario, the security of

these systems depends on that of the underlying environment, such as the operating

system or the libraries used in implementation, existing threat models for software

security being directly applicable. However, the reliance of data-driven techniques

on inputs from potentially untrusted sources subjects them to additional scrutiny.

In particular, the ability of adversaries to actively modify the inputs of statistical

techniques in order to circumvent them represents a new attack vector, specific to

such systems.

Existing attacks appear to be very effective, and defensive attempts are usu-

ally short-lived as they are broken by the follow-up work [34]. However, in order to

understand the actual security threat introduced by these attacks we must model

the capabilities and limitations of realistic adversaries. Adversary models usually

attribute misestimated capabilities to the attacker and create an incomplete assess-

ment of the actual security threat posed to real world applications. For example, test

time attacks often assume white-box access to the victim classifier [35]. As most

security critical ML systems use proprietary models [3], these attacks might not
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reflect actual capabilities of a potential adversary. Black-box attacks often consider

weaker adversaries when investigating the transferability of an attack. Transferabil-

ity implies that a successful attack conducted by an adversary locally - usually on

a limited model - is also successful on the target model. Black-box attacks often

investigate transferability in the case where the local and target models use different

training algorithms [107]. In contrast, ML systems used in the industry often rely

on feature secrecy of their models, rather than algorithmic secrecy - for example, in-

corporating undisclosed features obtained using a known reputation score algorithm

for malware detection [37].

We attempt to fill this gap and make a first step towards modeling realistic ad-

versaries that aim to conduct attacks against ML systems. To this end, we propose

the FAIL model, a general framework for analysis of ML attacks in settings with

variable amount of adversarial knowledge and control over the victim, along four

tunable dimensions: Features, Algorithms, Instances and Leverage. By preventing

any implicit assumptions about the adversarial capabilities, the model is able to

accurately highlight the success rate of a wide range of attacks in realistic scenar-

ios and forms a common ground for modeling adversaries. Furthermore, the FAIL

framework generalizes the transferability of attacks by providing a multidimensional

basis for surrogate models. This provides insights into the constraints of realistic

adversaries, which could be explored in future research on defenses against these

attacks. By taking into account the goals, capabilities and limitations of realistic

adversaries, we also design attacks that are applicable against our Twitter-based

exploit detector introduced in Chapter 4.
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First, we explore availability attacks that aim to degrade the overall perfor-

mance of the victim classifier. We design two attacks against our exploit detector:

Blabbering, which posts random tweets about vulnerabilities, and Full-Copycat,

which creates a network of accounts. These accounts are then used to post about

pairs of exploited and non-exploited vulnerabilities, making the two indistinguish-

able in terms of their feature sets. Using these attacks, we show that the exploit

prediction performance can be reduced to that of the baselines with a relatively

small number of fraudulent accounts and tweeting activity.

To highlight the threat of integrity attacks, we propose StingRay, a targeted

poisoning attack that can be applied to a broad range of settings. StingRay crafts

individually inconspicuous samples that collectively push the model’s boundary to-

ward a target instance while remaining collectively inconspicuous and bounding the

collateral damage on the victim. Furthermore, the poison samples are also label

agnostic, being very similar to the existing training instances, and allowing the

adversary to guess their likely label. By subjecting StingRay to the FAIL analy-

sis against our Twitter-based predictor, we obtain insights into the transferability

of poison samples across models and highlight the most promising leads towards

securing such a predictor against the threat.

In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• We introduce the FAIL model, a general framework for modeling realistic

adversaries and evaluating their impact. The model generalizes the trans-

ferability of attacks against ML systems, across various levels of adversarial
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knowledge and control.

• We design two availability attacks against social media-based exploit detectors,

showing that their performance could be reduced to that of baselines with

minimal costs for the attacker.

• We propose StingRay, a targeted poisoning attack that overcomes the limita-

tions of prior attacks. StingRay is applicable against different real-world clas-

sification tasks and remains effective against our exploit detector even when

launched by a range of weaker adversaries within the FAIL model.

• We systematically explore realistic adversarial scenarios and the effect of par-

tial adversary knowledge and control on the resilience of ML models against

availability and integrity training-time attack. Our results provide insights

into the transferability of attacks across the FAIL dimensions and highlight

potential directions for investigating defenses against these attacks.

6.1 Modeling Realistic Adversaries

In this section we introduce FAIL, a framework for defining threat models

which capture realistic capabilities and constraints that an adversary might face

when attacking a data-driven system. We first describe the FAIL dimensions, show

that it can capture threat models described and implicitly assumed in prior attacks,

and that it can be used to describe a threat model against our Twitter-based exploit

predictor.
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6.1.1 Knowledge and Capabilities

Realistic adversaries conducting training time or testing time attacks are con-

strained by an imperfect knowledge about the model under attack and by limited

capabilities in crafting adversarial samples. For an attack to be successful, samples

crafted under these conditions must transfer to the original model. We formalize

the adversary’s strength in the FAIL attacker model, which describes the adversary’s

knowledge and capabilities along 4 dimensions:

• Feature knowledge R = {xi : xi ∈ x, xi is readable}: the subset of features

known to the adversary.

• Algorithm knowledge A′: the learning algorithm that the adversary uses to

craft attack samples.

• Instance knowledge S ′: the labeled training instances available to the adver-

sary.

• Leverage W = {xi : xi ∈ x, xi is writable}: the subset of features that the

adversary can modify.

The F and A dimensions constrain the attacker’s understanding of the hypothesis

space. Without knowing the victim classifier A, the attacker would have to select an

alternative learning algorithm A′ and hope that the evasion or poison samples crafted

for models created by A′ transfer to models from A. Similarly, if some features are

unknown (i.e., partial feature knowledge), the model used for crafting instances is
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an approximation of the original classifier. For classifiers that learn a representation

of the input features (such as neural networks), limiting the F dimension results

in a different, approximate internal representation that will affect the success rate

of the attack. These limitations result in an inaccurate assessment of the impact

that the crafted instances will have and affect the success rate of the attack. The I

dimension affects the accuracy of the adversary’s view over the instance space. As

S ′ might be a subset or an approximation of S∗, the poisoning and evasion samples

might exploit gaps in the instance space that are not present in the victim’s model.

This, in turn, could lead to an impact overestimation on the attacker side. Finally,

the L dimension affects the adversary’s ability to craft attack instances. The set

of modifiable features restricts the regions of the feature space where the crafted

instances could lie. For poisoning attacks, this places an upper bound on the ability

of samples to shift the decision boundary while for evasion it could affect their

effectiveness. The read-only features can, in some cases, cancel out the effect of the

modified ones. An adversary with partial leverage needs extra effort, e.g., to craft

more instances (for poisoning) or to attack more of the modifiable features (for both

poisoning and evasion).

6.1.2 Constraints

The attacker’s strategy is also influenced by a set of constraints that drive the

attack design and implementation. While these are attack-dependent, we broadly

classify them into three categories: Success, Defense, and Budget constraints. Suc-
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cess constraints encode the attacker’s goals and considerations that directly affect

the effectiveness of the attack, such as the assessment of the target instance clas-

sification. Defense constraints refer to the attack characteristics aimed to circum-

vent existing defenses (e.g., the maximum allowed number of tweets sent from each

Twitter account, or the post-attack performance drop on the victim for targeted

attacks). Budget considerations address the limitations in an attacker’s resources,

such as the maximum number of poisoning instances or, for evasion attacks, the

maximum number of queries to the victim model.

6.1.3 Implementing FAIL

Performing empirical evaluations within the FAIL model requires further design

choices that depend on the application domain and the attack surface of the system.

To simulate weaker adversaries systematically, we formulate a questionnaire to guide

the design of experiments focusing on each dimension of our model.

For the F dimension, we ask: What features could be kept as a secret? Could the

attacker access the exact feature values? Feature subsets may not be publicly avail-

able (e.g., derived using a proprietary malware analysis tool, such as dynamic anal-

ysis in a contained environment), or they might be directly defined from instances

not available to the attacker (e.g., low-frequency word features). Similarly, the exact

feature values could be unknown (e.g., because of defensive feature squeezing [158]).

Feature secrecy does not, however, imply the attacker’s inability to modify them

through an indirect process [81] or extract surrogate ones.
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The questions related to the A dimension are: Is the algorithm class known? Is

the training algorithm secret? Are the classifier parameters secret? These questions

define the spectrum for adversarial knowledge with respect to the learning algorithm:

black-box access, if the information is public, gray-box, where the attacker has

partial information about the algorithm class or the ensemble architecture, or white-

box, for complete adversarial knowledge.

The I dimension controls the overlap between the instances available to the

attacker and these used by the victim. Thus, here we ask: Is the entire training set

known? Is the training set partially known? Are the instances known to the attacker

sufficient to train a robust classifier? An application might use instances from the

public domain (e.g., a vulnerability exploit predictor) and the attacker could leverage

them to the full extent in order to derive their attack strategy. However, some

applications, such as a malware detector, might rely on private or scarce instances

that limit the attacker’s knowledge of the instance space. The scarcity of these

instances drives the robustness of the attacker classifier which in turn defines the

perceived attack effectiveness. In some cases, the attacker might not have access to

any of the original training instances, being forced to train a surrogate classifier on

independently collected samples [87,159].

The L dimension encodes the practical capabilities of the attacker when craft-

ing attack samples. These are directly derived from the attack constraints and

encode the input channels to the victim classifier which can be modified by the

attacker. Here we ask: Which features are modifiable by the attacker? and What

side effects do the modifications have? For some applications, the attacker may not
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be able to modify certain types of features, either because they do not control the

generating process (e.g., an exploit predictor that gathers features from multiple

vulnerability databases) or when the modifications would compromise the instance

integrity (e.g., an integrity check that prevents the attacker from modifying certain

features of a binary). In cases of dependence among features, targeting a specific set

of features could have an indirect effect on others (e.g., an attacker injecting tweets

to modify word feature distributions also changes features based on tweet counts).

6.1.4 Unifying Threat Model Assumptions

Discordant threat model definitions result in implicit assumptions about ad-

versarial limitations, some of which might not be realistic. The FAIL model allows

us to systematically reason about such assumptions. To demonstrate its utility, we

evaluate a body of existing studies by means of answering two questions for each

work.

To categorize existing attacks, we first inspect a threat model and ask: AQ1–

Are bounds for attacker limitations specified along the dimension?. The possible

answers are: yes, omitted and irrelevant. For instance, the threat model in Carlini

et al.’s evasion attack [35] specifies that the adversary requires complete knowledge

of the model and its parameters, thus the answer is yes for the A dimension. In

contrast, the analysis on the I dimension is irrelevant because the attack does not

require access to the victim training set. However, the study does not discuss feature

knowledge, therefore we mark the F dimension as omitted.
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Study F A I L

Test Time Attacks

Genetic Evasion [159] 3,3 3,3 3,7† 3,3

Black-box Evasion [108] 7,∅* 3,3 3,3 7,∅*

Model Stealing [145] 3,3 3,3 3,3 7,∅*

FGSM Evasion [63] 7,∅* 7,∅* ∅,∅ 7,∅*

Carlini’s Evasion [35] 7,∅* 3,3 ∅,∅ 7,∅*

Training Time Attacks

SVM Poisoning [21] 7,∅* 3,7† ∅,∅ 7,∅*

NN Poisoning [95] 3,7† 3,3 3,3 3,7†

NN Backdoor [66]1 3,7† 3,3 3,7† 3,3

NN Trojan [87] 3,7† 3, 3 3,3 3,3

Table 6.1: FAIL analysis of existing attacks. For each attack, we analyze the adver-

sary model and evaluation of the proposed technique. Each cell contains the answers

to our two questions, AQ1 and AQ2 : yes (3), omitted (7) and irrelevant (∅). We

also flag implicit assumptions (*) and a missing evaluation (†).
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Our second question is: AQ2–Is the proposed technique evaluated along the

dimension?. This question becomes irrelevant if the threat model specifications

are omitted or irrelevant. For example, Carlini et al. evaluated transferability of

their attack when the attacker does not know the target model parameters. This

corresponds to the attacker algorithm knowledge, therefore the answer is yes for the

A dimension.

Applying the FAIL model reveals implicit assumptions in existing attacks. An

implicit assumption exists if the attack limitations are not specified along a dimen-

sion. Furthermore, even with explicit assumptions, some studies do not evaluate all

relevant dimensions. We present these findings about previous attacks within the

FAIL model in Table 6.1.

6.1.5 Exploit Detector Threat Model

With Twitter data, learning the statistics of the training set requires collecting

tweets with the Streaming APIs. Features that are likely to be used in classification

can then be extracted and evaluated using criteria such as correlation, entropy, or

mutual information, since the ground truth is publicly available. As this process

is entirely reliant on public data, a realistic security assumption is that an adver-

sary has complete knowledge of a Twitter-based classifier’s the entire feature set

F, learning algorithm A and training data I. However, since the Vulnerability and

CVSS Information features for a CVE are provided by a different authority, the

attacker’s leverage L is limited to the features derived from Twitter.
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When modeling an adversary working to create either false negatives or false

positives, practical implementation of a basic attack using Twitter is straightfor-

ward. Because of the popularity of spam on Twitter, websites such as buyaccs.com

sell large volumes of fraudulent Twitter accounts. For example, on February 16,

2015, on buyaccs.com, the baseline price for 1,000 AOL email-based Twitter ac-

counts was $17 with approximately 15,000 accounts available for purchase. On

November 14, 2019, the price was $160 per 1,000 accounts, with more than 8,800

available, while on August 31, 2021, the price remained at $160, with 11,800 avail-

able. Although the account cost has increased over time, the uninterrupted avail-

ability of such services makes it relatively cheap to conduct an attack in which a

large number of users tweet fraudulent messages containing CVE IDs and keywords,

which are likely to be used in a Twitter-based classifier as features.

Such an attacker has two main constraints. First, while many tweets can

be added to the Twitter stream via many different accounts, the attacker has no

straightforward mechanism for removing legitimate, potentially informative tweets

from the dataset. This imposes a success constraint for the attacker, as the strategy

needs to cancel out the effect of legitimate tweets. The second, a budget constraint,

is that additional costs must be incurred if an attacker’s fraudulent accounts are

to avoid identification. Cheap Twitter accounts purchased in bulk have low friend

counts and low follower counts. A user profile-based preprocessing stage of analysis

could easily eliminate such accounts from the dataset if an adversary attempts to

attack a Twitter classification scheme in such a rudimentary manner. Therefore, to

help make fraudulent accounts seem more legitimate and less readily detectable, an
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adversary must also establish realistic user statistics for these accounts.

6.2 Availability Attacks

In this section we investigate susceptibility of predictors to availability attacks

that aim to degrade the overall performance of the classifiers, causing a denial of ser-

vice. Specifically, we investigate indiscriminate poisoning attacks against machine

learning classifiers. In this setting, we refer to the victim classifier as Alice, and

the attacker as Mallory. Mallory has partial knowledge of Alice’s classifier and they

do not control the natural labels of the instances, which are assigned by an oracle

(e.g., an antivirus would detect exploits in the wild, and this would be reflected in

the ground truth for these vulnerabilities). Mallory goal is to introduce misclassi-

fications on the testing set by deriving a training set S from S∗, their goal being

to maximize the difference between the performance of the poisoned and the pris-

tine classifiers: performance(h)− performance(h∗). On binary classification, this

translates to increasing the number of false positives (FP), such as incorrectly flag-

ging several vulnerabilities as exploited, or false negatives (FN), such as bypassing

a spam detector with a spam campaign.

To highlight the threat of such attacks, we investigate the security of the

Twitter-based exploit predictor described in Section 4.4, as it provides realistic

models of attacker knowledge and capabilities.
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6.2.1 Attacking the Exploit Predictor

We investigate two attacks against the exploit predictor, the variants having

increased levels of leverage, given by different budget constraints.

Blabbering. The weakest adversary is not able to train any surrogate classifier

and is unaware of the statistical properties of the training features or labels. This

attacker simply sends tweets with random CVEs and random security-related key-

words, which essentially amounts to injecting noise into the dataset.

Full Copycat. A stronger adversary is aware of the features we use for training and

has access to our ground truth, which comes from public sources. This adversary

uses fraudulent accounts to manipulate the Twitter Text word features and total

tweet counts in the training data.

The attacker crafts tweets by randomly selecting pairs of non-exploited and

exploited vulnerabilities and then sending tweets, so that the word feature distribu-

tions between these two classes become nearly identical. Additionally, this adversary

has sufficient time and economic resources to purchase or create Twitter accounts

with arbitrary user statistics, except for the account verification and creation date.

Therefore, the Full Copycat attack uses a set of fraudulent Twitter accounts to fully

manipulate almost all Twitter Text word and Twitter Statistics user-based features,

which creates scenarios where relatively benign CVEs and real-world exploit CVEs

appear to have nearly identical Twitter traffic at statistical level.
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Figure 6.1: Effectiveness of the availability attack on the exploit predictor.

6.2.2 Evaluation

For evaluating the attack strategies, we simulate an attack by assuming that

the adversary has purchased a large number of fraudulent accounts. In our dataset

described in Section 4.2.3, the average Twitter user posts about CVEs only 10 times

across our observation period, and only 92 accounts send 1,000 or more CVE-related

tweets. Therefore, in order to avoid tweet volume-based blacklisting, each account

cannot send a high number of CVE-related tweets. Consequently, for a constraint

limiting each account to 10-20 CVE tweets, 15,000 purchased accounts would enable

the attacker to send 150,000-300,000 adversarial tweets. Figure 6.1 investigates the

effectiveness of the attack, in terms of precision drop on the victim classifier, with

increasing number of tweets sent by the attacker.

We observe that the exploit predictor is significantly affected even by the
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Blabbering adversary. When sending only 10,000 fraudulent tweets, the AUC of the

classifier is reduced from 0.35 to 0.20. The reason for this significant degradation is

the reliance of our classifier on binary unigram features. Under this representation,

some of the useful features will be selected by chance by the attacker. It is sufficient

for them to mention such a feature in a single tweet per vulnerability, and substan-

tially decrease its utility when this process is repeated across many vulnerabilities.

Beyond 300,000 tweets, we observe that the performance drop caused by this ad-

versary stops decreasing, signaling a degree of robustness to this type of random

noise-based attack, possibly from other feature categories. When faced with the

Word Copycat adversary, the features derived from Twitter become useless. Perfor-

mance drops even faster, approaching that of the baseline classifiers that contribute

with features. The two Copycat attacks highlight the vulnerability of systems re-

liant on public data when faced with resourceful attackers. One way to limit the

performance drop is to use more advanced features that are harder to poison, such

as TF-IDF. Nevertheless, such a representation would only increase the number of

tweets required by the attacker, and not inherently limit their capability.

6.3 Integrity Attacks

In this section we study integrity attacks, which aim to circumvent a classifier

by causing misclassification on specific instances, while ensuring that the overall

performance of the predictor is not affected. We focus on targeted poisoning attacks

against classifiers. In this setting, we refer to the victim classifier as Alice, the owner
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of the target instance as Bob, and the attacker as Mallory. Bob and Mallory could

also represent the same entity. Bob possesses an instance t ∈ T with label yt, called

the target, which will get classified by Alice. For example, Bob develops a benign

application, and he ensures it is not flagged by an oracle antivirus such as VirusTotal.

Bob’s expectation is that Alice would not flag the instance either. Indeed, the target

would be correctly classified by Alice after learning a hypothesis using a pristine

training set S∗ (i.e. h∗ = A(S∗), h∗(t) = yt). Mallory has partial knowledge of

Alice’s classifier and read-only access to the target’s feature representation, but

they do not control either t or the natural label yt, which is assigned by the oracle.

Mallory pursues two goals. The first goal is to introduce a targeted misclassification

on the target by deriving a training set S from S∗: h = A(S), h(t) = yd, where yd

is Mallory’s desired label for t. On binary classification, this translates to causing

a false positive (FP) or false negative (FN). An example of FP would be a benign

email message that would be classified as spam, while an FN might be a malicious

sample that is not detected. Mallory’s second goal is to minimize the effect of

the attack on Alice’s overall classification performance. To quantify this collateral

damage, we introduce the Performance Drop Ratio (PDR), a metric that reflects the

performance hit suffered by a classifier after poisoning. This is defined as the ratio

between the performance of the poisoned classifier and that of the pristine classifier:

PDR = performance(h)
performance(h∗)

. The metric encodes the fact that for a low-error classifier,

Mallory could afford a smaller performance drop before raising suspicions.
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6.3.1 The StingRay Attack

Next, we introduce StingRay, an attack that achieves targeted poisoning while

preserving overall classification performance. StingRay is a general framework for

crafting poison samples.

At a high level, our attack builds a set of poison instances by starting from

base instances that are close to the target in the feature space but are labeled as the

desired target label yd, as illustrated in the example from Figure 2.1c. To craft each

poison instance, StingRay alters a subset of a base instance’s xb features so that

they resemble those of the target. Finally, StingRay filters crafted instances based on

their negative impact on instances from S ′, ensuring that their individual effect on

the target classification performance is negligible. The sample crafting procedure

is repeated until there are enough instances to trigger the misclassification of t.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the attack’s two general-purpose procedures.

The first challenge for our attack is identifying and encapsulating the application-

specific steps in StingRay, to adopt a modular design with broad applicability. Mak-

ing poisoning attacks practical raises additional challenges. For example, a näıve

approach would be to inject the target with the desired label into the training set:

h(t) = yd (S.I). However, this is impractical because the adversary, under our threat

model, does not control the labeling function. Therefore, GetBaseInstance works

by selecting instances xb that already have the desired label and are close to the

target in the feature space (S.II).

A more sophisticated approach would mutate these samples and use poison
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instances to push the model boundary toward the target’s class [93]. However, these

instances might resemble the target class too much, and they might not receive

the desired label from the oracle or even get flagged by an outlier detector. In

CraftInstance, we apply tiny perturbations to the instances (D.III) and by

checking the negative impact NI of crafted poisoning instances on the classifier

(D.IV) we ensure they remain individually inconspicuous.

Mutating these instances with respect to the target [98] (as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.1c) may still reduce the overall performance of the classifier (e.g., by causing

the misclassification of additional samples similar to the target). We overcome this

via GetPDR by checking the performance drop of the attack samples (S.V), there-

fore ensuring that they remain collectively inconspicuous.

Even so, the StingRay attack adds robustness to the poison instances by craft-

ing more instances than necessary, to overcome sampling-based defenses (D.VI).

Nevertheless, the attack has a sampling budget that dictates the allowable number

of crafted instances (B.VII).

StingRay builds a set I with at least Nmin and at most Nmax attack instances.

In the sample crafting loop, this procedure invokes GetBaseInstance to select

appropriate base instances for the target. Each iteration of the loop crafts one

poison instance by invoking CraftInstance, which modifies the set of allowable

features (according to FAIL’s L dimension) of the base instance. This procedure is

specific to each application. The other application-specific elements are the distance

function D and the method for injecting the poison in the training set: the crafted

instances may either replace or complement the base instances, depending on the
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application domain. Next, we describe the steps that overcome the main challenges

of targeted poisoning.

Application-specific instance modification. CraftInstance crafts a poison-

ing instance by modifying the set of allowable features of the base instance. The

procedure selects a random sample among these features, under the constraint of

the target resemblance budget. It then alters these features to resemble those of the

target. Each crafted sample introduces only a small perturbation that may not be

sufficient to induce the target misclassification; however, because different samples

modify different features, they collectively teach the classifier that the features of t

correspond to label yd.

Crafting individually inconspicuous samples. To ensure that the attack in-

stances do not stand out from the rest of the training set, GetBaseInstance

randomly selects a base instance from S ′, labeled with the desired target class yd,

that lies within τD distance from the target. By choosing base instances that are

as close to the target as possible, the adversary reduces the risk that the crafted

samples will become outliers in the training set. The adversary can further reduce

this risk by trading target resemblance (modifying fewer features in the crafted sam-

ples) for the need to craft more poison samples (increasing Nmin). The adversary

then checks the negative impact of the crafted instance on the training set sample

S ′. The crafted instance xc is discarded if it changes the prediction on t above the

attacker set threshold τNI or added to the attack set otherwise.

Crafting collectively inconspicuous samples. After the crafting stage, Get-
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PDR checks the perceived PDR on the available classifier. The attack is considered

successful if both adversarial goals are achieved: changing the prediction of the avail-

able classifier and not decreasing the PDR below a desired threshold τPDR.

Guessing the labels of the crafted samples. By modifying only a few features in

crafted sample, CraftInstance aims to preserve the label yd of the base instance.

While the adversary is unable to dictate how the poison samples will be labeled,

they might guess this label by consulting an oracle.

Attack Constraints. The attack has a series of constraints that shape its effective-

ness. Reasoning about them allows us to adapt StingRay to the specific restrictions

on each application it is implemented against. These span all three categories iden-

tified in Section 6.1.2: Success(S.), Defense(D.) and Budget(B.):

S.I h(t) = yd: the desired class label for target

S.II D(t,xb) < τD: the inter-instance distance metric

D.III s̄ = 1
|I|
∑
xc∈I

s(xc, t), where s(·, ·) is a similarity metric: crafting target resem-

blance

D.IV NI < τNI : negative impact of poisoning instances

S.V PDR < τPDR: the perceived performance drop

D.VI |I| ≥ Nmin: the minimum number of poison instances

B.VII |I| ≤ Nmax: maximum number of poisoning instances
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Algorithm 1 The general-purpose StingRay attack.

1: procedure StingRay(S ′, YS′ , t, yt, yd)

2: I = ∅

3: h = A′(S ′)

4: repeat

5: xb = GetBaseInstance(S ′, YS′ , t, yt, yd)

6: xc = CraftInstance(xb, t)

7: if GetNegativeImpact(S ′,xc) < τNI then

8: I = I ∪ {xc}

9: h = A′(S ′ ∪ I)

10: until (|I| > Nmin and h(t) = yd) or |I| > Nmax

11: PDR = GetPDR(S ′, YS′ , I, yd)

12: if h(t) 6= yd or PDR < τPDR then

13: return ∅

14: return I

15: procedure GetBaseInstance(S ′, YS′ , t, yt, yd)

16: for xb, yb in Shuffle(S ′, YS′) do

17: if D(t,xb) < τD and yb = yd then

18: return xb
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The perceived success of the attacker goals (S.I and S.V) dictate whether the

attack is triggered. If the PDR is large, the attack might become indiscriminate

and the risk of degrading the overall classifier’s performance is high. The actual

PDR could only be computed in the white-box setting. For scenarios with partial

knowledge, it is approximated through the perceived PDR on the available classifier.

The impact of crafted instances is influenced by the distance metric and the

feature space used to measure instance similarity (S.II). For applications that learn

feature representations (e.g., neural networks), the similarity of learned features

might be a better choice for minimizing the crafting effort.

The set of features that are actively modified by the attacker in the crafted

instances (D.III) defines the target resemblance for the attacker, which imposes a

trade-off between their inconspicuousness and the effectiveness of the sample. If this

quantity is small, the crafted instances are less likely to be perceived as outliers, but

a larger number of them is required to trigger the attack. A higher resemblance

could also cause the oracle to assign crafted instances a different label than the one

desired by the attacker.

The loss difference of a classifier trained with and without a crafted instance

(D.IV) approximates the negative impact of that instance on the classifier. It may

be easy for an attacker to craft instances with a high negative impact, but these

instances may also be easy to detect using existing defenses.

In practice, the cost of injecting instances in the training set can be high (e.g.,

controlling a network of bots in order to send fake tweets) so the attacker aims to

minimize the number of poison instances (D.VI) used in the attack. The adversary
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might also discard crafted instances that do not have the desired impact on the ML

model. Additionally, some poison instances might be filtered before being ingested

by the victim classifier. However, if the number of crafted instances falls below a

threshold Nmin, the attack will not succeed. The maximum number of instances

that can be crafted (B.VII) influences the outcome of the attack. If the attacker

is unable to find sufficient poison samples after crafting Nmax instances, they might

conclude that the large fraction of poison instances in the training set would trigger

suspicions or that they depleted the crafting budget.

Delivering Poisoning Instances. The mechanism through which poisoning in-

stances are delivered to the victim classifier is dictated by the application charac-

teristics and the adversarial knowledge. In the most general scenario, the attacker

injects the crafted instances alongside existing ones, expecting that the victim clas-

sifier will be trained on them. For applications where models are updated over time

or trained in mini-batches (such as the Expected Exploitability classifier described

in Chapter 5), the attacker only requires control over a subset of such batches and

might choose to deliver poison instances through them. In cases where the attacker

is unable to create new instances (such as a vulnerability exploit predictor), they will

rely on modifying the features of existing ones by poisoning the feature extraction

process.

Next, we present the StingRay implementation against the exploit predictor

described in Section 4.4, which highlights realistic constraints and considerations

for the attacker, while implementations for other applications are described in our
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prior work [132].

6.3.2 StingRay on the Exploit Predictor

In a targeted attack scenario, the adversary has developed a new exploit t for

a disclosed vulnerability and plans to weaponize it. However, the adversary would

like to evade the Twitter-based detector, to prevent potential victims from receiv-

ing an early warning about the exploitation attempts. Like in the indiscriminate

case, the attacker is able to post tweets from multiple accounts. However, the ad-

versary is unable to prevent other users who observe the exploit from tweeting or

to alter the vulnerability details recorded in the public vulnerability databases. In

consequence, the adversary cannot introduce new instances in the training set, as

the vulnerabilities being classified come from the vulnerability databases. Instead,

the targeted attacker posts tweets that alter some features of vulnerabilities already

included in the training set. The targeted attack consists of choosing a set I of

vulnerabilities that are similar to t (e.g., same product or vulnerability category),

have no known exploits and gathered fewer tweets, and posting crafted tweets about

these vulnerabilities that include terms normally found in the tweets about the tar-

get vulnerability. In this manner, the classifier gradually learns that these terms

indicate vulnerabilities that are not exploited. However, the attacker’s leverage is

limited since the features extracted from sources other than Twitter are not under

the attacker’s control. As part of the poisoning attack, StingRay chooses vulner-

abilities from the training set for which no known exploit has been reported. The
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attack attempts to match t’s set of modifiable Twitter features (W), simulating an

attacker who controls a network of accounts with well-established statistics (e.g., the

number of followers). In the simulation, we use a strategy similar to the Copycat

availability attacker described in Section 6.2, injecting users and tweets containing

targeted keywords in the data set during the feature extraction process.

6.3.3 Evaluation

We evaluate StingRay against the exploit predictor by crafting attacks aiming

to misclassify specific vulnerabilities that an attacker would weaponize in the wild.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, the attacker has complete knowledge of the training

set, feature set, and can train a local copy of the classifier used by our predictor. We

simulate these attacks by choosing correctly classified positive instances as targets,

across multiple time folds of our classifier. We vary the leverage and constraints of

the attacker, for each generating 289 attacks. We set the performance drop ratio of

the attack τPDR = 0.8, and the negative impact threshold τNI = 1.0, as individual

instances appear to be inherently inconspicuous throughout the experiments. The

attack uses the Euclidean distance D = l2 to measure distance among instances.

In Table 6.2 we evaluate the attack by varying the number of poisoned in-

stances Nmin = |I| = Nmax, similarity of base instances to the target τD, and

number of target features s̄ matched by each poison instance. Scenario 8 represents

the most powerful attacker among these settings, and it unsurprisingly yields the

highest success rate (SR). We observe that the median performance drop on the
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Constraints Effectiveness

Scenario τD s̄ |I| SR% PDR

1 10.0 10 100 8% 0.99/0.99/0.00

2 10.0 10 500 24% 0.95/0.95/0.05

3 10.0 50 100 10% 0.97/0.97/0.03

4 10.0 50 500 53% 0.87/0.90/0.12

5 20.0 10 100 7% 0.99/0.99/0.01

6 20.0 10 500 23% 0.95/0.95/0.05

7 20.0 50 100 10% 0.97/0.97/0.03

8 20.0 50 500 56% 0.87/0.90/0.12

Table 6.2: Effectiveness of StingRay against the exploit predictor in different sce-

narios. Each row reports the number of poison instances |I| used by each attack,

the maximum distance between target and base instances τD, and the similarity of

crafted instances to the target s̄. The effectiveness columns measure the Success

Rate (SR) and (mean/median/σ) Performance Drop Ratio (PDR).

poisoned classifier is 0.9, although there is a large variance across targets. Based on

scenarios 4 and 8, our results indicate that if an adversary has sufficient leverage in

terms of the number of vulnerabilities that they can poison, as well as the number

of features that they can manipulate for these vulnerabilities, the attack remains

effective, regardless of how similar the vulnerabilities are to the target. Limiting the

leverage that the attacker has in terms of features that they can manipulate (sce-
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narios 2 and 6) reduces the success rate substantially, but it is not sufficient. The

results show that the most effective mitigation against the attack is represented by

a reduction in the number of vulnerabilities that can be poisoned (scenarios 1,3,5,7),

where the SR of the attack does not exceed 10%, regardless of the leverage across

the other dimensions.

This result suggests that StingRay is practical, and that the attacker requires

only relatively few resources (thousands of accounts to post about hundreds of vul-

nerabilities, as discussed in Section 6.2.1) to carry targeted attacks. Nevertheless,

the attack success rate can be greatly reduced by reducing the leverage on the num-

ber of vulnerabilities that they could poison. In the following section we present

a mitigation strategy that involves whitelisting users based on their prior posting

history, which results in increasing the costs for the attackers.

6.4 Mitigating Attacks

The Full Copycat adversary represents a practical upper bound for the pre-

cision loss that a realistic Twitter availability attacker can inflict on our system.

Here, performance reaches that of the baselines, due to the reliance of the classifier

on binary unigrams, which are trivial to poison. Using higher level features, such as

TF-IDF, is likely to increase the cost for the attacker, as more tweets are required for

successful attacks. Moreover, reliance on features from multiple sources raises the

cost for the attack by decreasing the leverage. However, as features from Twitter

significantly outperform these from vulnerability database, the performance drop
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Figure 6.2: Performance for predicting exploits in the wild when training on tweets

from all users and the subset of the most informative 10% of them.

suffered by a classifier is significant. Nevertheless, availability attacks are easily

detected by observing the performance degradation of the classifier on a validation

set.

A possible mitigation against both availability and integrity attacks can be ob-

tained by limiting the inputs to the system to these from reputable sources. While

restricting the training of our classifier to a whitelist made up of the top 10% most

informative Twitter users having the most relevant tweets about exploits in the wild

(as described in Section 4.2.3) does not enhance classifier performance, it does allow

us to achieve a precision comparable to the unrestricted classifier. As shown in Fig-

ure 6.2, training the classifier only on tweets form these users causes no performance

degradation. This measure represents a reduction in the leverage of the attacker, as
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they cannot freely modify all the features of our classifier. The list of informative

Twitter users would increase the attack costs by either requiring the adversary to

compromise legitimate accounts, which is significantly more involved than buying

bulk accounts, or establish a network of fraudulent accounts that are forced to build

positive reputation through timely tweets about exploited vulnerabilities, which in-

herently aid the classifier during training. Our findings highlight potential avenues

for future defenses that could incorporate such reductions in leverage in order to

improve the robustness of algorithmic systems to poisoning attacks.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion

In this dissertation, we argued that vulnerability severity assessments can be

significantly improved using data-driven techniques. This can be achieved by ob-

serving that public vulnerability disclosures generate a wealth of ancillary artifacts

that impact the severity of vulnerabilities, and that can be mined by automated pre-

diction systems to automatically reflect such changes. Nevertheless, implementing

data-driven solutions for this task presents a series of challenges.

First, we need to establish the prediction tasks that can be addressed using

the available data. For example, analyzing the security community on social media

reveals that victims of exploits often share their experiences publicly. This allows

us to design detectors for exploits active the wild by monitoring such discussions.

Given the characteristics of social media platforms which allow for fast information

dissemination, we can detect exploits a median of 5 days before leading Intrusion

Prevention systems are able to block them via signatures. On the other hand, we

cannot rely only on social media to predict the development of functional exploits,

due to their limited predictive utility. For this task, we observe that other artifact

types, such as Proof-of-Concept exploits, can act as good predictors because they

are causally linked to the difficulty of creating functional exploits. Therefore, by en-
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gineering features capable of capturing this semantic, we can improve the prediction

precision from 0.73 to 0.92 for 80% of vulnerabilities.

Second, we need to characterize and address the biases that exist in the labels

obtained from exploit evidence. This is because non-exploitability assessments are

not available at scale, and exploitation is a non-invertible function dependent on

time: an exploit might be kept secret or only be developed after the data collection

ended, while positive labels do not change. In addition, individual vendors providing

exploit evidence have uneven coverage of the vulnerability space. As a result, at a

given point in time, a subset of vulnerabilities believed not to be exploited are in

fact wrongly labeled, indicating that our problem is subject to class-and feature-

dependent label noise. We observe that such noise, when present at training-time,

can significantly affect test-time performance of predictors for vulnerability severity,

dropping their precision from 0.83 to 0.58. Nevertheless, we discover that some of

these biases can be enumerated using domain knowledge about the sources of labels,

and the resulting label noise can be approximated. As a result, we can incorporate

such knowledge into the objective function of our classifiers, creating a mitigation

strategy for the effects of label noise.

Third, because the inputs to our data-driven systems originate from potentially

malicious sources, we need to assess their operational security when faced to specific

threats in the form of algorithmic attacks. To this end, our threat assessments

need to be based on realistic assumptions about the knowledge and capabilities of

adversaries. By incorporating these dimensions into a framework, we can make our

assumptions about adversaries explicit, design attacks to measure upper bounds for
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the robustness of our systems, and highlight promising directions for future defenses

against attacks. When defining the threat model faced by an exploit detector based

on social media posts, we observe that powerful attackers can purchase thousands of

fake accounts and use them to inflict significant damage against the victim system

through both indiscriminate and targeted poisoning attacks. However, our analysis

reveals that limiting the leverage of the adversary, in terms of number of features that

they can manipulate, significantly limits the effectiveness of attacks. Based on this

finding, we present a possible mitigation strategy against attacks, by incorporating

the reputation of accounts used during training, which can preserve the test-time

performance of our severity predictors while significantly increasing the costs for

attackers.
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